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Foreword

11=1111j-

HIS BULLETIN is orle of a series reporting ihe findings of irivestiga-rt
tions undertaken during 1 93,6-37 under the Project in Research in Univer-.

sities of die Office of Education. The project was financed under the Emer-
gency kelief Appropriation Act of 19035; and :conducted in accordance

.owith administrative regulations of the Works Progress Administration.
Study findings in addition to those reported in this series will be made
available in other Office of Education or institutional publications.

^ The Project in Research in Universities represents a unique and signi-
ficant innovation in cooperative research. Sixty universities and com .
parable institutions located in 32 States, the District of Coluinbia, and os

Hawaii combined efforts with the Office of Education to conduct 40
, studies, 23 of which were proposed by the Office and 17 by-the institutions.

Each iristitution was invited to participate in all of the approved studies
that it was in 4 position to undertake. Fr,om 1 to 14 studies were conducted
in each institution, and a total of more than 150 separate study reports
were made to the Office of Education.

An important feature of the project' was the widespread and coordi-
nated attack on each problem by a number of universities at the same
time. Each study proposed by, the Office of Education and accepte8 by
the universities was conducted by two or more institutions. As many
as 31 institutions, located in 20 States representative of each major geo-
graphical division of the country, participated in one study alone. The
task of planning, administering, and supervising the many projects and
studies on a national scale, under; complex and often difficult conditions,
demanded the finest type of cooperative endeavor. Except in two places
where qualified relief workers could not be found or retained, every
institution which actually began work on the project carried it th.rough
to successful completion. The fine professional spirit in which responsi-
bility for tile work was accepted and maintained by the institutions made
possible the successful completion of the project within approximately 1

year. '
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. With this prafessiöñal spirit of cooperation in worth-while researA and
study; of educational problems was manifestO a strong humanitarian
desire to join hands with Federal agencies striving during the years of the
depression.to afford gainful and socially desirable employment to college
graduates or former college students' in the type of work for which they
were best prepared. For these contributions to educational research and
to the social good of the Nation, the Office of Education extends to its
colleagues and helpers in the universities of the country its, grateful
acknoyledgment and appreciation.

This bulletin- by Dr. Sayre and Mr. Mandell analyzes the recruitment
policies of the Civil Service Commission of New York City in their rela-
tiohships to the educational program of the metropolis. It is in essence a
°case study of a problem which is now emerging with increasing emphasis
on a national scale: The articulation of the American educational system
with the recruitment of a higgly trained public service personnel. The
Commission of Inquiry on Public Service Personnel has but recently pointed
out the urgency of a public career service in the United States. The report
of this commissionhas been wide47 recogni;ed as an important milestone
in the development of our civil service. It has focused attention upon a
long neglected national necessity. That necessity hás now become an
imberative. Our national, State, and local governments cannot discharge
the new and technical tasks of government in an industrial era except with
a thorottghly trained personnel. In the recruitment of a trained career
personnel the basic essential is a close and consistent coordination between
the standards of public service recruitnient and die staffdards of edutation
and training in the schooling program of_ the Nation and the community.

:The authors of this bulletin have made a thorough surve)Pof the trends
toward, and the barrieis to, a career service in an 'important and highly de-
veloped public personnel jurisdiction. Their findings have more than locai
significance. Civil service administrators and educators throughout the
country will find in the following pages many helpful guides to the develop-
ment of a public 'career service and the orientation of the educational system
to /this new opportunity and responsibility. Considered from the educa-
tional viewpoint primarily, this report should be. of service in one of the most
important tasks of edticators engaged in curriculum and course construction
in the field discussed; that is, analysis of employment and job demands.
The report should be of interest also to the'growing number of teacher per-

. sonhel and employment officers in public schools and in colleges who are
adopting civil service and related practices in their work.

Throughout the course of the study upon which this bulletin is based,
the New York City Civil Service Commission and its staff were generous in
their cooperation. Presidéilt James E. Finegan, Commilioners Ferdinand
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Q. Morton, Samuel H. Ordway, Jn, and Paul J. Kern, and William H.
.A118n, Secretary to the Commission, gAve access to all the essential records

A-in the ofhces of the commission. Thé study also indebted to.the commis-
sioners and bureau chiefs of the administrative departments who cooper-
ated in the distribution bf questionnaires to omployees and many of whom
also advised the authors of this bulletin in the interpretation of data
affecting the services of their departments or bureaus.

Prof. Rufus D. Smith, provost of New York University, placed the facili-
ties of the university at ,the disposal of thA project and made frequent and
valuable suggestions throughout the study. Dean Thorndike Savillè of the
New York University College of Engineering gave frequent counsel in the
interpretation of technical data concerning the engineering service.

'While the above persons contributed generously to the study, the authors
alone are responsible for the final interpretations and conclusions.

PESS GOODYKOONTZ

Assistant Commissioner of Education,
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{CHAPTER I]

Introduction and Method
of Procedure

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS SURVEY of the relationship between the educational system and the
civil service in New York City has for its objective an analysis of the

degree to which the recruitment policies of the municipal civil sers:fice com-
mission are articulAted with the schooling program of the area, a statement
of the major barriers between employment in the public service an"the
products of the educational system, and an appraisal of recent trends
toward cooperation in this field.

The public service is now the object of a widesprad popular and pro-
fessional interest no less intense, though of different temper, than that of the
era of reform which began with the Pendleton Act of 1883. Then the
problem was the "spoils" system. Today the problem of patronage, while
still recognized, is subordinated to the problem of securing a trained,
competent personnel equal to the new tasks imposed upon the govern-
mental system by the expansion of its ffinctions. It is now universally
recognized and emphasized that the elimination of the practices ofpatronage
is but a first step. "The establishment of a career service", the òommission
of Inquiry o'n Public Service Personnel has recently declared, "is tile
required next step in the histoiy of American government." . The major
requirement of such a career service is thgt its recruitment be articulated
with the educational system.

Yet it is apparent to even the cisual observer of American public per-
sonnel practices that the developant of recruitment methods by the civil
service commissions since the passage of the Pendleton Act has been indiffer-
ent, if not antipathetic, to the work ot the educational system. In a halfcen-
tury of preoccupation with the elimination of the patronage system from
public employment the civil service commissions have come to rely upon a
series of recruiting techniques which place a high value upon "experience"
and which ignore, or which even indirectly penalize, the training embodied
in public education.

3
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New York City is a significant jurisdiction in which toobserve the prèsent
status of this development of the merit system. The agitation for civil
service reform began in the eity in the 1870's, and in 1884, 1 year after the
merit system began in the Federal Government, .the employees of New York
City were placed under civil service regulations. In tke subsequent develop-
ment of public personnel administration, New York City hass adhered
closely to the traditional American pattern. It is, consequently, a typical
civil service jurisdiction in its recruitment practices.

New York City is; next to the Federal Government, the most important
public employment jurisIction. °No State and no other city in the United
States employs so large a/group of public servants. In addition to approxi-
mately 40,000 members of the educational staff, the city ai -present employs
the following number of persons:

Unclassified 392
Exelppt 629
Competitive 62,815
Noncompetitive 16,518
Labor 26,767

Total 107,121

The competitive class and its recruitment is the main concern of this study,
In recruiting this group of employees, the New York City Municipal Civil
Service Commission uses an extensive list of examinations. Some of these
examinations are general in nature. Others are highly specialized. The
'examinations fall logically into groups or services. For most of these
services, open-competitive recruitment is used for the lower grades only; for
some serviees, however, notably the engineering serVice, open-competitive

4

examinations.are used for all grades.
The wide range of examinations given by the New York City com4psion

in the period under survey is revealed in the following summary by seryices:
Clerical service.In this service, one of the largest in the competitive class,

open-competitive recruitment is confined to grades 1 and 2. With the
exception of the open-competitive examination for grade 3 in 1927, the
higher grades were recruited by promotion examinations.

Examination

,

Year Number ol
candidates Passed Failed Appointed

.

1 3 3 4 II

,

s

Grade 1
Grade
Grade
Grade

3

2 male)
female)Grade 1

Qrade 1
Grade 1 (male)

_

1927
1928
1928
1931
1932
1935

3, 198
% 844
1, 060
8, 018

10, 255
12, 674

515
733
646

1, 868
1, 541
3, 302

,

.

6, 150
8, 714
9, 372

,

153
25

45
337

(1)

I Eligible list not yet terminated.
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Accounting service.For accounting and bookkeeping positions, examina-
tions are given for general positions in all grades. The only specialized
examination is for the position of typewriter-bookkeeper.

Ezaminqion

1

Accountant
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeper
Accountant
Typewriter-Bookkeeper
Bookkeeper

Grade Year Number of

t 3

4 1 92 7
3 927
2 929
5 933
; us5
2 936

candidates

4

'

419
- 517

$,00:

165
5, 064

Passed Failed

5

167
20;
303
121
67

1, 770

201
211
214
767
9

3, 294

ppointed

7

44
79

103
28

I Eligible lists not yet terminated.

Engineering service.In this service, open-competitive examinations are
given for all grades. The examinations are both general and specialized.

Examination

1

Assistant engineer (Tunnel)._
Junior draftsman
Structural steel draftsman
Assistant electrical engineer .. ...
Car designer
Radio engineer
Assistant engineer (Tunnel) .....
junior draftsman (Architectural)
Engineering assistant (Board of trans-
, portation)
Architect
Assistant engineer (Mechanical)
Mechanical engineer _____
Junior electrical engineer (Board of

transportation)
Resident engineer (Bridge constroc-

tion).
Examining engineer of refrigeration......
Marine engineer
Sanitary engineer (Sewage treatment

operation)

Grade Year Number of
candidates

2

vt

Oh 1111. OW

3

4 1927
2 1927
3 1927
4 1928
4 1928

1928
4 192Q
2 1929

3 "930
4 1931
4 1931
4 1932 '

1933

4 1934
1935
1936

1936

3

Passed

4 1

64
115
209

36
12

3
50

199

702
26
47

167

375

31
15
50

10

18
84

136
12
6
2

14
60

85
8

16
52

41

11
3\ 9

5

Failed

31
73
24
6
1

36
139

617
18
31

115

334

20
22
41

Appointed

7

7
54

116
7
6
1

9
5

70
2
4

20

Eligible lists not yet terminated. e.

Chemical and biological services. In these positions ocaminations are both
general and special. Most 'of the higher gradei are filled by promotion
examinations.

Examination

1

Food chemist
Junior cherhist (Asphalt)
Laboratory assistant (Bacteriology). -
Laboratory assistant (Chemistry)... ...e
Bacteriologist
Pathological chemist
Bacteriologist (male)
Biological chemist
Laboratory assistant (General and bacteri-

ology)
Chemist

Year

2

1927
t927
1928
1929

. 1930
1930
1932
1933

1935
1935

Number of
candidates

3

44
11
41
27
78

3
81

3

556
48

Passed

4

14
8

31
23
19

1

13
1

328
13

Failed

30
3

10
4

59
2

68
2

128
35

Appointed

13
6

1
2
1

Eligible lists not yet terminated.
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4

36r4
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Medical and nursing service. Nurses for the Department of Health are
selected through one open-competitive examination, the supervisory posi-
tions being filled by prortiotion. °The single exception to this rule in the
period studied was the 1928 examination for the director of the Bureau of
Nursing. The medical group is selected by both genera d specializea
examinations.

Examination

1

Physician (Clinic)
Deputy medical inspector
Director, Bureau of Nursing, Health

Department
Nurse
Police surgeon and medical officer
Medical inspector
Resident physician
Assistant medical examiner
Nurse
Physician (Clinic)
Nurse
Resident physician
Nurse
Director, District Health Administra-

tion
Resident physician

Grade

2

4

1

3
4

1

3

4

Year

3

1927
1927

1928
1928
1928
1929
1929
1930
1930
1931
1932
1932
1934

1934
1935

Number
of

candidates

35
7

20
184
198

71
14
39

220
70

227
61

229

39
39

Passed

27
2

2
92
26
60
12
12
42
64
61
39
81

9
9

Failed

5

18
92

172
11

2
27

178
6

166
22

146

30
30

Appointed

7

(1)

13
1

1
64
13
46

3

29
14
58

4
74

Eligible list not yet terminated.

Social service. Social case workers for all agencies of the city government
engaged in social work are recyuited through one open-competitive exam-
ination, that for social investigator. Supervisory posts are usually filled
by promdtion exarinations. For probation officer, separate examinations
are given for each of the criminal courts, and parole fcers are als6
selected through a separate examination.

&Examination

1

Social investigator
Social investigator Italian)
Social investigator Yiddish-Polish)
Social investigator Yiddish-Russian)
Social investigator
Special investigator (Board of Child Welfare)._
Case work supervisor .
Probation officer Children's Court)
Probation officer female)
Probation officer male)
Crime prevention investigator -..---
Probauon officer (Domestic Relations Court)... _

Chief probation officer (Domestic Relations
Court)

Probation officer
Parole officer
Probation officer (Domestic Relations Court)._
Social investigator

Year

1928
1930
1930
1930
1932
1927
1935
1929
1929
1929
1929
1934

1936
1935
1935
1936
1936

Number
of -

candidates

934
164
20
31

5, 5%
96
47

1, 026
460
166
133
236

60
669
239
885

10,608

Passed

162
38

5
8

543
8
4

206
163
41
43
19

10
57
36

194
4,395

Failed

772
126

15
23

5, 053
88
43

820
297
125
90

217

50
612
203
691

6, 213

Appointed

139
10

3
1

449
1
2

19
6

18
27
12

1
6

(())3, SOO

I Eligible lists not yet terminated.
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Legal service.In this. service, -general open-competitive examinations are
given for law clerk and junior assistant,corporation counsel. Specialized
examinations are also given. While some of the higiler posts are filled
by closed-competitive examinatkns, ieveral open-competitives are also
given.

Examination Grade Year Numb! of
candi ates Passed Failed Appointed

. 1 2 3 I 5 s 7

Assistant counsel (Board of Trans- .
i.portation) 3 1927 5 1 4 1

Law clerk 3 1927 23 3 20 1
Law examiner 1 1928 181 88 93 4Deputy assistant corporation Counsel. _ 3 1928 61 23 38 2
Law clerk 1 1929 241 104 137 1TittF examiner 3 1930 208 35 173 11
Junior assistant counsel (Board of

Transportation) 3 1931 73 8 65 3
Law clerk 3 1933 149 25 124 "' 4
Tax counsel 3 1935 27 9 18 (1)

1 Eligibile list not yet terminated.

Police and fire services.In these two services, recruitment by open-com-
petitive examination is confided to the lowest grade in each service. All
the higher positions are filled by closed promotion examinations.

Examination

Patrolman
Fireman
Patrolman
Patrolman
Fireman

Year

2

1929
1931
1931
1934
1935

Number of
candidates

4, 287
8, 090
6, 033

18, 721
7, 721

Passed

2, 218
3, 993
2, 265
5, 536
1, 938

Failed

1, 069
4, 097
3, 768

13, 235
5, 783

Appointed

2, 117
990

1, 313

1I))

Tligible lists not yet termitated.

2. METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The principal sources of information used in eonnection with this survey
are: (1) The written tests included4n competitive examinations; (2) The
advertisements of, the Commission, which prescribe the minimum experi-
ence, training, and education requirements expected of candidates and
the weights assigned to eACh test in the battery cif tests included in examina-
tions; (3) The aRplication blanks of the candidates, which contain the
educational and experienc'e backgrounds of candidates' in these examiná-
tionsr (4) The schedule sheets of the Civil Service Commission, which

I See Appendix A for a copy of a representative test.
I See Appendix B for a copy of a representative advertisement.
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go),

contain the grádes received by each candidate on the several tests included
in each examination; (5) The returns from a questionnaire circulated
among 'representative sroups of city employees.: In each of the 4ppro-
priate cases, the material covered the period from January 1, 1927, to
tYectrr.rber 31 , 1936. 4

Minimum experienceeducation requirements.5--The advertisements of the
Civil Service Commission which are used to announce forthcoming exami-
nations we read` with the following questions in mind: In which classes
of pipsitions is there an 'absence of educational requirements? In which,
classes of positions is the educated person placed in competition with
persons with similar or higher education only? In which classes of posi-
tions are educlted persons ufiable to compete because of ,the required
years of experience? In which classes of positions are the requirements
correlated with the various levels of the educational systerri?- In which
classes of positions are educated candidates permitted to compete but at a
decided disadvantage because of the great weight given to surplus experi-
ence, beyond the Minimum requirements, ih the calculation of the final
mark? In which positions do the needs of the public service in term's of

recruitment for,,, a career service require an increase in minimum educa-
tional reqiiirements and a decrease in experience requirements?

Written test.The written tests were read with the tllowing questions
in mind: Could a candidate without previous experience of any kind but
with an education at the appropriate level compete on an even basis with
other candidates who had had experience in the duties of the position for
'which the test was being given? How much advantage would a candidate
with experiencè have? Could personal reading or attendance at a "cram"
school overcome this difficulty of the inexperienced but educated candidate?
What levels of the educational system were being tapped for material by
the Civil Service Commission for questions in these written tests? What
charges.would result in the recruitment of an educated and well-schooled
group of applicants?

Candidates' experienie-education background.From the application blanks
submittvi by all candidates prior to examinations and upon which is
placed Neir education and experience records, the following information
was soughi: What is the average education (in terms of years of schooling)
of those who participate in particular civil service examinations? What is'

/

See Appendix C for a copy of the questionnaire. Approximately 10,000 questionnaires were distributed
and 3,000 responses .received. The questionnaires were not signed and were identified by position and grade
only. Each employee was provided with an individual "penalty" envelope with the return address mimeo-
graphed on it. The commissioners in each department gave their support to the study.

4 The Material upon which this study is based was obtained from the files of the Municipal Civil Service Com-
mission through the courtesy of the Commissioners and William H. Allen, secretary to the Commission.

Throughout this discussion, experience and education requirements will be discussed together, since one
grade is given for both elements and substitution of one for the other is often allowed.

.01.
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the average number of years arid types of experience of those who partici-
pate? How do these figures vary between examinations given at differ-ent
times for the same iz).sition?. How do these figures as to average years of
education and experience prior to recruitment vary among different
classes of positions? Who, in terms (l)fs education and/or experience, are
successful in obtaining high ranking on eligible lists?

Schedule sheets.--The sckedule sheets .of the Commission .were used to
answer the following questions: What types of candidates in terms of educa-
tion and experience get the highest marks on the written test? On the
oral test? What correlation is there between gracjes received on one test
and grades received on other tests? What types of candidates in terms of
experience-education báckgrounds fail the written. tests? Oral tests? Is
there any age differential between those most successful and those least'
successful (thl failures) in these tests? 6

Questionnaire returns.Information on the following questions was sought
for in the tabultion of the answers to the questionnaires circulated among,
the city's employees: What method of preparation had been followed in
participating in open-competitive and promotion eXaminations? What
educational levels had candidates reached prior to entrance into the civil
service? What educational institutions and what courses had they
attended since entering the public service? What future educational needs
did they anticipate either in terms of general education or employment
advancement?

Educational curricula.Information was also sought both from the pub-
lished curricula of the educational system and institutions in New York
City and from interviews with informed `persons as to public service orienta-
tion and training: What courses in the educational proxram were aimed at
public service? What training was offered to municipal employees? What
adjustments seem necessary for the coordination of education with the
nes of the public service?

All material hereafter quoted,4 connection with the education-experience of candidates, the requirements for
examinations, questions on written tests, and similar data were obtained from official copies of bis material os
file in the offices of the Municipal Civil Service Commissionb

e
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CHAPTER II
, g.

Education-Expeiience Requirements

ry11.1E FIRST formal stage in public servite recruitment is the establish-
ment of minimum requirements for admission to competition. In New

York City, as elsewhere in the United StAtes, the development of recruit-
ment policies has emphasized "experience" as a minimum requirement.
Minimum educational requirements liave made slow progress against this
experience bias of public recruitment, and even where educational minima
have been established, they have been vitiated by the acceptance of ex-
peiience as an "equivalent" of education. Slowly, however, the thesis that
recruits to all 'public service positions should lave had some schooling
previous to entrance has won" measure of tormErecognition in New York
City. The present commission particularfy has hemphasized that the im
portance of the civil _servant in the community .demands that he be in-
formed of problems beyond the routine duties of his position. In discussing
this point with the prospective entrants"to the clerical service, the Corn-
missión recintly said:

,

The higher civil service clerk is an important citizen. He affects public
thought, public prejudice, and public progressiveness. Besides his salary, he
usually has four weeks vacation eAch year on full pay. He has liberal sick
leave. At retirement he' is paid a pension at half his salary. He has security.
He has prospects. Therefore, he has a prestige which gives him a far
greater iufluoce ire his locality than is usually enjoyed by a privately
emplord neighbor 'it twice the income.'

In recognition of this policy, the present Commission, since it assumed
Ace in 1934, has been continually raising standards for entrance to exam-
inations. In some cases whcre opposition pressure has prevented establish-
ment of minimum requiredments the Commission has raised the educational
content of the written. test and- mdde it difficult for those without this
schooling to pass..' This has occurred in tills recent examinations for clericd:

I Preparedness Neglected by Grade 1 Clerks, 1936. Pamphlet issued by the Municipal Civil Service Com-
mission, New York, November 1936. p. 8.

sSee pt. I, ch. IV, 'The Written Test.R. This method of meeting the problem can be used efficiently only
when the Commission has made available standardised tests. A. will -be pointed out later, thi Commission
has not yet resorted to the use of such tests.
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(grade 1), market supervisor, bookkeeper (grade 2), and the examina-
tion for firemen, 1937.

In one group of positions, the present Commission has been able to require
some amount of schooling as a minimum requirement where none existed
before. An outstanding example is the examination given in 1936 for social
investigator. Previous recruitment to this position had been made without
the requirement of any education or experience. In the 19)6 examination
the minimum educational requirement was college graduation, although a
year óf experience was accepted in lieu of a year of schooling up to a maxi-
mum substitution of 4 years of éxperience for 4 years of education.3 This
advance in requirements for this positión is an important arid necessary
one, considering the professional nature of the duties involved. Under the
previous system of recruitment some can.clidates who had not even a com-
mon school education received appointments. Also under the previous
system, testees With years of experience in enterprises unrelated to social
work were frequently appointécl. Candidates who had been millinery shop
workers, office boys, managers of dry-cleaping establishments, and in other -

diverse occupations, were supervising the/annual distributiorl of millions of,
dollars in the city's relief program.4

In ône of the large classes of positions in the clerical service, that of the
q0C

stenographer-typist, the present Commission has set a requirement of high-
school graduation ir)r the equivalent where previously there was no educa-
tional requirement. This was a recognition of the existence of a large
gtoup of graduates from commercial courses in the city's high schools,
amounting to more than'5,000 each year 6, who were available and eager
for public employment.

In the 1935 examination for firemen and the 1936 examination for
prison keeper educational requirements were set for the first time with
elementary school graduation required in the former and high-school
graduation required in the latter examination. The need for higher
educational requirements in these positions arises out of the closed promo-

This examination was held primarily for the pvrpose of the establishment of an eligible list from which tt)
make appointments to the home relief division when it becomes a Permanent part of the city's administrative
organization at the end of the emergAcy period. Under the permanent organization of the Stif Department
of Social Welfare, u set forth in ch. 873, Laws of 1936, that Department's approval is required of all require-
ments set by the Municipal Civil Service Commission for examinations for positions in home relief bweaus.
While it is not uncommon for State law to sPecify reqtkiremeRs, this* a unique case of regulation by an agency
other than the State Civil Service Commisfion.

A numger of technical problems occur in connection with this problem of adequate educational requirements.
Sometimes the minimum requirement is satisfactory, but the advance is vitiated by the acceptance of experience
in lieu of the required education. This advance in requirements is also sotherirss nullified by the acceptance
of equivalents which are impossible to define precisely. In still other instance., adequate reoogniiion may be
ven to educational achievement in theminimum requirements, but candidates with experience friquentiv. derive

aVantage from the additlunal credit wliich they; receive in the final rating.
6 Compiled from the AnnafReports of the Superintendent of Schools, New York Oty.
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tion policy pursued by the Civil Service Commission. In both the police
and fire departments all the positions in the department, ranging from the
lowest entering position to that of chief inspector and fire chief, are filled
by thlbse in the next preceding grade. Under the career system' favored
by the present municipal administration, the commissioners of both these
departments were also selected from the uniformed forces.'

In the clerical service in the past a "career" service has existed beginning
with grade 2, with both grades 1 and 2 being filled through open-com,-
petitive examinations. A grade 2 clerk has ordinarily faced no outside
competition in advancing to the highest administrative, posts, paying

osalaries of $3,000 to $7,000. Yet the recruitment level for the open-com-
petitive post:s in the clerical service has been at a low educational level
(about the 41-year high-school level for grade 2 and the middle of the second-
ary school course for grade 1). Because gry.ot-administrative and technical
resp.onsibilities areinvolved in the higher ranking positions and because the
present commissimi wishes to emphasize career opporturiities to higgh-
school and college graduates, it is planned to close grade 2 in the future and

41 recruit through open competition for grades 1 and 3. Grade 1 would be
raised to the high-school graduation level as was done in the 1935 test for

eime the position and grade 3 would have a minimum entrance requiremint of
college graduation. This procedure promises to improve the entire clerical
staft it will place men with high educational achieveriient in grade 3 in.
line for- advvcement to the important administrative positions extending
as far as bureau chief, and it will also encourage those who enter at the
lower levil through grade 1 to coniinue with their schobling to meet this
new competition. Operfing grade 3 to outside competition is a definite
indication that the city as an employer hopes to recruit those with records
of high educational achievement to secure efficiency in the higher adminis-
trative posts.

In another group of positions the Commission has set educatfonal re-
quirements where only experience requirements existed before, or has
raised the minimum educatio4a1 requirements previously existing.' In
this way the Cols acc6mplishd. its objective of eliminating many
candidates with.. years of private experience but without educational

_ background. Without this change in requirements, such candidates would
have had a large advantage in the examinations through the high rating
received for the years of surplus experience beyond the minimum
requirements.

TIK has been no educational requirement for casaidates for the position of patrolman. The present Cons-
mission has given.ao examination for this position.

The commiesioner of the department of water supply, gas, and electricity is also from the permanent service.
s It is recognised that the average number of years of attendance of the participating candidates at educational

institutiems would have been raised without this change in requirements as a result of the improvement in quality
of those participating in civil eervice ciaminationsduring the depression,
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The recent trends and present statUs of education and experience require-
ments in the remaining services of the city are revealed by the following
analysis.

Legal service.For most of the positions in, this service, .inmbership in
the bar of the State of New York or.an LL. B.-degree has been placed as
minimum requirement. For the position of title .-examiriér. an interesting
change has taken place. In 1929, for the position of title examiner (grade
3), with a salary of $3,000 and up, there w-as no educational requirement
but only an experience requirement of

. . . not less than 3 years' experience in the work of searching, examin-
ing; reading, and closing of titles to real property either with title companies,
lawyers, or real estate operators or conveyances.

In 1935, for a position in grade 1 with a salary between $1,800 and $2,400
2 years of exgerince was required and definite recognition of legal.trin-
ing was given by thC acceptance of an LL.B. in lieu of the 2 years of re-
quired experience. ,

In 1936, in an examination for the position of law clerk and law examiner,
grade 1, with a salary of $1,800 to $2,400, no experience was required; the
age limits set were between 21 and 25 to -insure the selection of a- homo.
genous group and to eliminate the unfair advantage accruing to experienced
candidates in the rating 6f1training, educatiA and experience qualifica-
tions*; and an LL.-13. or membership'in the senior class of a recognized law
school was rtquired.

Chemical and biological services. The requirements for positions ire then A-

services are ap.proaching a career seivice level.' The educationairequire-
ments are on the college level, and for many of these positions .nd experience
at all is necessary. In the examinations given in 1929 and 1930 for junior-.
asphalt chemist .and food chemist a B. S. in .c,4emistry without additional
experience was 'tequired. This standard is in --sharp tontrast with the
1930 and. 1931 examinations for bacteriologist which -required 12 credits
in chemistry or bacteriology and 1 year of laboratory experience,or high
school graduation plus 3 years of experience. This was a low educational

. .

level for such an importan't technic .: I sition. In 1936 when the dudes of4S
this title had been raised to sppervisory character the requirements were
raised .to college graduation Wth breais of experience. ,

In 1935, for die first time for a ppi&ion with only minor technical duties,
the Commission set the severe restrictio of 5 years of experience. This
pc in the examination for chimist: baccalaureate degree was 'also
required. The standards were more favotAblc. to education in examina-
tions given in 1930 and 1932 for pathological ald 64;logical chemists; for
positions for which .thé sataries were higher and the duties werd of thC same
or more responsible nature than that of chemist. Only 1 year of experience
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was required in the first examination and 3 years in the second, while the
educational requfrements were at the level of the M. D., Ph. D., or D. Sc.
in chemistry..

The educational level for laboratory assistant has been raised, _since the
advent of the present Commission, frám no education requirement at all
to thatof graduation from high schoa In addition, 6 months of experience
are now required.

Recognition is given to educational achievement in the requirements for
inspectors in this service. In the 1935 examination for assistant inspector
of combustibles, with a salary of $1,800-$2,400, a college degre chem-
istry satisfied the minimum requirements althdugh with 4 years
of chemical laboratory or industrial experience or 3 years of experience as
inspector )with a government agency were also allowed to compete. For
inspector of foods, grade 3, in 1927 the requirements were merely a 1-year
course in àn agricultural college or 1 year of experience in a chemical or
biological laboratory; in 1936 for the lower ranking position.of gradç 2
either a baccalaureate degree or 2 years ot experience was required.

As the above data indicate, while recognition is given to educational
achievement in these inspectional positions, experience i,5 often accepted as
a satisfactory substitute. Since the position of Inspector in the lower
grades is properly thg base of a "career" ladder for advancement to super-
visory and technical positions in tht appropiiate departments, the substi-
tution of experience for education limits the development of a careertervice
in the chemical and biological positions.'

Accounting service.In this service educational requirements have made
almost no .progress against the tradition of experience requirements. In
the 1928 examination for bookkeeper, gráde 3, neither educational nor
experience requirements were set. In 1935, for *the lower ranking position
of grade 2, the Commission again failed to set minimum standards but
pointed out that "No candidate may reasonably expect to pass this examina-,
film who has not obtained a senior high ichool education or its equivalent."
The large number of students of the city's secondary schools who hgre
completed commercial course!) demonstrates that an educational require-
ment at. the 4-year high-school level would produce no difficulties in
limitation of competition and would improve the caliber of those appointed.
But the step has not been taken although grade 2 bookkeepers are eligible
to compete inpromotion examinations for the position of derk, grade 3.

the exam-inations given for accciuntants except the 1932 test for
grade 5, there has been no requirement of attendance at a schogl of account-
ing or business administration. Two years of experience has been the usual
standard for these. positiofis. In the 1932 test, the only advance in Vs

The ..ognsnission is soMetimes mstricted in its choice by statutory requirements of experience for inspectors.
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respect was the acceptance of a degree from a school of accounting in
lieu of ont of the required 5 years of practical experience.

Nursing and medical services the field of public health, satisfactory
minimum general educational requirements are insured by the standards
for licenses for the practice of medicine and by the standards for the regis-
tration of.nurses. Also, perhaps because of_ the low salaries paid by the
city in comparison with those in private practice in the past, the experience
requirements for the various positions included in the nursing and medical
services have been kept at a minimum.

In the selection of' nurses a significant tend has been the addition of a
public health requirement to the previous registration necessary for the
position. As early as 1930 there was a requirement for a postgraduate
course of
. . . at least 4 months in public health nursing or medical social service
or with an organization of recognized standing; or 6 months' experience,
after graduation, in public health nursing or medical social service under
satisfactory supervision.

In 1934, the 'study required was extended to 6 months, the field of study
was limited to public health nursing which excluded social service, and the
course had to be taken in "a college, university, or other educational
institution or organization of recognized standing." Substitution of
experience was still permitted but it was limited to experience in public
health nursing.

The whole trend in the training of nurses has been in the direction of
increased educational requirements. Previously, high-school graduation
was not required for entrance to a nurses' training school but there is such
a requirement now. In schools of nursing connected with university hos-
pitals college training is being required prior to entrance and in the Yale
University School of Nursing:

Each applicant for admission must submit Credentials showing the com-
pletion of a course leading to the baccalaureate degree in arts, science, or
philosophy in a college of approved standing.'°

In the field of public health nursing, the Present substitution of expe-
rience for the educational requirement will probably be- removed in the
next few years. This will result from an increase in the numbers of those
who apply for civil service positions who have had such courses."

In the medical positions there has been a,notably small number of posi.
tions calling for r.xperience as a requirement For etample, in the 1932

is Bulletin. Yale University, The School of Nursing, New Haven, January IS, 1936. p. 22.
11 The National Organisation of Public Hitalth Nursing predicts that by No the present gap in educational

facilities for public health training will be filled. " Minimu m Qualifications for Those Appointed to Positions
in Public Health Naming," Public Health Nursing, March 1936, This article and the recommendations included
are the work al the education committee al the O. P. H. N.

No
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examination for the relativrly important position of deputy medical super-
intendent, only 1 year of administrative experience was required; in 1936
this was increased to 2 years. tor the positions of clinic physician and
medical inspector no experience is required.

One other group of positions falls into this service, but for these positions
many years of experience are required. This is quite natural since they
involve bureau and institutional chiefs with duties including the super-
vision of staffs of seNteral hundred employees. For gefteral medical super-
intendent, 10 years of experience in hospital administration is required,
five years of which shall have been in the position of superintendent or
executive officer in an accredited hospital of a capacity of at least 200 beds.

Ten years of experience was required for director of the division of psy-
chiatry, department of hospitals, and 5 years of experience for director of
social hygiene, department of health.

In the educational requirements for all of the positions in the nursing
and medical services there has been, with few exceptions, no demand for
specialized training in public health or related fields. For the position of
director of the bureau of nursing, department of health, the completion of
courses in public health nursing was recognized by the grant of additional
credit in-the experience-education test. The same consideration was given
in the examination for director of district health administration for the
completion of courses in a recognized school of public health. In the
examination given in 1935 by the present Commission for the position of
district health officer an increase of requirements was accomplished by
making "one or more years of graduate training in public health in an
educational institution" a minimum requirement with no acceptable sub-
stitute. In an examination for research pediatrician, special training in
pediatrics was required.

As the above illustrations, covering the period between 1927-36, indi-
cate, the recrvitment of young doctors and nurses for these positions is not
prevented by extensive experi'ence requirements except for the few posi-
tions of bureau chiefs where they are an obvious necessity.

Engineering service.The outstanding defect in recimitment for these posi-
tions in the past has been the neglect of educational- requirements. This
condition is more eitensive in this servile than in any other professional
service in the city. While this is partly the result of lack of supply of edu-
cated personnel during the years of business and industrial prosperity, the
depression has brought merely an intensification of experience mquirements.

The wide acceptance of experience in place of educational requirements
is indicated by the following examples. In the 1928 examination for engi-
neering assistant (grade 2), either 2 years of technical education or 1 year
of experience without any technical education was acceptable. Inethe 1932
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examination for grade 3 of the same position either an engineering degree
or 1 year of engineering study and 1 year of experience was acceptable. In
other words, 1 year of experience is considered the equivalent of 2 or 3
years of attendance at an engineering school.

As the above examples indicate, no satisfactory 'educational level of
recruitment for these positions has been reached. In the more important
positions in the engineeting service, however, there, has been a recentz advance in the educational level although still accompanied, in most
instances, by requirements of many years of experience. In the 01932
examination for architectural draftsman (grade 4), the minimum educa-
tion required was 3 years in an architectural school; in 1935 a degree was
required. In the 1935 test for assistant sanitary engineer (mosquito con-
trol), a degree in civil or electrical engineering was required. In the 1934
test for resident engineer (grade 4, bridge construction), a civil engineering
degree was required.

The length of experience required for some positions in this service is
illustrated by the 15-year minimum requirement in the 1930 exainimation
for engineer of cars and shops. In other'examinations 10 yeais of experi-
ence Were required. It is obvious that recruitment of personnel with long
records of private business -experience to important and high ranking
positions through Dpen-competitive exaMinations reveals, in most cases, a
failure to recruit career personnel in the lower grades.

The engineering service seems an appropriate one in which to recruit
to the lower grades upon the basis of educational requirements without
experience prerequisites. A maximum age limit of 2,5 years for the en-
trance grades also seen* appropriate to insure the recruitme-nt of a homo-
genous group which will develop into the future chief engineers in the
service of the city.

Social service.This service has been greatly expanded in numbers since
the depression. Although at first employed on a temporary basis, the
new employees are now being recruited by open-competitive examination
into the permanent civil service.

The largest group of employees in this service are engaged in dispensing
home relief, old-age pensions, and mothers' pensions. Case-work tech-
nique involved in each of these fields is similar and recruitment in the past
has been through the medium of one examination for all these positions.
For probation officers, parole officers, and crime Prevention investigators,
however, separate examinations with different written tests and prerequi
sites have been given and the probation officers have been further sub-
divided into different examinations for the various criminal courts in
the city.

Until this expansion raised the question of a career service for social
workers in the civil service, recruitment was without educational or age

4.
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standards. Two of the candidates selected from the eligible list promul-
gated from the 1928 examination for social investigator weie 58 years old
at the time they filed application for their positions. Equally undesirable
has been the selection of an uneducated group with no knowledge of the
basic' facts of psychology, economics, sociology, and political science
associated with the profession of social work.

In probation and parole positions the present Commission has raised
the requirements by stressing college and social work preparation for the
examinations for these positions. While college graduation has not been
made a, requirement for all of these positions, the advance in preparation
of those applying for these positions has in itself resulted in higher stand-
ards under the'new emphasis of the Commission.

These recent advances in the establishment of educational reqiiirements
for entrance to the competitive examinations in the New York City civil
service hav been important in removing several of the barriers between
education and the civil service of the city. There is.still prominent, how-
ever, a tendency to retain the traditional emphasis iipon experience as
the primary standard of selection. There is yet no elriergence of a general
plan to adjust the entrance standards for the lower grades of each service
to an appropriate level of the educational system and to regard experience
primarily as, a form of training to be acquired in the city's own service.

J.
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[CHAPTER III

Examinations: The, Experience-
Education Test

IM

ACIVIL-SERVICE EXAMINATION is not merely a written test. Instead,
it ordinarily includes a battery of tests. Those frequently used in

New York City are: The experience-education test, the written (frequently
called mental) test, the oral interview /est; the practical (or performapce)
test, and the physical test. These tests are used in various combinations
and have varying weights. The influençe of a test upon the rank of can-
didates on the eligible list varies diraty with its weight and the distri-
bution .of scores.

One of the most frequently used tests in New York City recruitment is
the experience-education test. It is a test which belongs in die powerful
tradition of emphasis upon experience, and it is basically an evaluation of
experience rather than education. In 88 percent of all the examinations
given by the New York City Commission during the 10-year period 1927
36, an experience-education test was included. In thest examinations in
which it was used, the experience-education test had an average weight of
40 percent of the entirs examination (or, as the advertisement, of the
examination wogld state it, a weight of 4 in a total of 10). The weight, of
the test has had a range from 10 percent in the examination for court
stenographer to 70 percent in the exaLination for assistant engineer of
design (department of sanitation).

While there are important exceptions (for example, the 1935 examina-
tion for laboratory,tassistant in which it had a weight of 70 percent and the
1936 examination for social inveitigator in which it had a weight of 50
percent), the weight assigned to this test ordinarily varies directly with the
grade of the position. That is, the experience-education test in an exami-
nation for a. grade. 4 position would have more weight than it would have
in an examination for a grade 1 position. In many instances, the test is
omitted in examinations for the lover grades.

The experience-education papers of candidates are rated by the use of
rating keys. These keys, as used in New Yoik City, customarily describe
certain types of experience and education as relevant, and assign an
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arbitrary value to each year of experience and to each year of education
which the candidate has had beyond the minimum requirements. The
keys show marked variation in values from examination to examination,
and there are frequent variations in 'types of experience and education
rated as relevant. Sometimes more credit is given for one type of experi-
ence than ariother, sometimes attendance at one college or university is
given more credit than attendance at%nother. The various types of rating
keys used are illustrated by the following examples:

Laboratory Assistant (Bacteriology), 1935

Percent
Education: College graduation 75.
Experience: 1 year to 2 years 70 to 80.

2 years to 3 years 80 to 85.
3 years to 4 years 85 to 90.,
4 years to 5 years 90 to 95.
More than 5 years 95 plus.

Law Clerk and Law Examiner (Grads 1), 1936
Percent

Education: College graduation 5.
College honors 7.
LL. B. 5.
Law school honors Unlimited credit.

Experience Not over 5.

Tax Counsel (Grade 3), 1935
Percent

Education:: Law Review 3.
Phi Beta Kappa 3.
LL. B. Cum Laude 3.
LL. B. Summa Cum Laude 5.
C .P. A 3.

Experience: For each year of tax work add up to 3.
For each year of practice beyond 5 years add 0.5.

Food Chemist, 1929
Percent

Education: B S 74.
B. S. in science from College of the Qty of New York . . 72.
B. S. from Cooper Union 70.

. Each year of postgraduate work 2.
Experience: Each year of experience" in food or drug chemistry.... 1.

Each year of experience in food and drug chemistry .. 3.

Nurse
Percent

Education: College work 1 to 5.
Extra courses not used in minimum rating. . . .... . 1 to 5.

Experience: Public health nursing 1 to 20.
Teaching and social work 1 to 5.
Private nursing 1 to 5.
Institutional work, clinics, doctors' office, etc . . . . . . 1 to 10.

Ilm.g.
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Struaural Steel Draftsman (Grade 3), 1928
Percent

Education: College work
1 O.

Experience: 2 years of experience 75.
5 additional years of experience 1 O.

All rating keys are computed on a basis of 70 percent as a minimum for all candidateswho meet the minimum requirements for experience aTid education.

These ratings keys indicate a uniform trend toward the separate recogni-
tion of education and experience. They also reveal the quantitative char-
acter of the rating in this test. A year of experience has the same value
whether it be that of a successful apprentice or an unsuccessful one. A year
of education has the same value whether it be that of an average student
or a distinguished one.

The primary significance of this test in Néw York City is that its use con-
stitutes a major barrier against the entrance into the public service of those
educated candidates who possess all the minimum requirements but lack
experience. An analysis of the educational characteristics of the rating
keys used in significant examinations during the last 10 years reveali that
such ,candidates are placed at a distinct disadvantage. For ekample, in the
examination given in 1936 for social investigator, the experience-education
test had a weight of 50 percent and the written test had an equal weight.
College graduation 'was a minimum requirement. This meant that a
college gradyte of June 1936, who obtained 100 percent on the written
test received a final grade of only 85 percent, since his rating on the
experience-education test would be the minimum, 70 percent.

if

Grade Weight Percent

Wox.50=50.00
70 X .50= 35.00,

Final rating=85.00

In the following examinations the rating keys for the experience-educa-
don test indicate that surplus education receives a much more limited
credit than does surplus experience:

1. Backriologi4, 1931.A candidate with a Ph. D. would be limited
to 80 per.cent credit; each year of expe,rience is credited with from
2 percent to 5 percent, with the total amount unlimited.

2. Food chemist, 1929.A candidate with a Ph. D. is limited to 80 per-
cent; each year of experience is credited with from 1 percent to 3 per-
cent, with the total amount unlimited.

It should perhaps be said that this rating of experience more favorably than education is due in part to theinsistence of department heads, unaware of the principles of a career service, upon experienced rather than educued tecrtits.
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3. Assistant engineer, grade 3, 1928. A candidate witI a college degree
is limited to 75 percent; the rating key does not rekgnize graduate
work; a candidate with experience would receive up to 0 percent.

4. Chemist, 1935.A candidate with an M. A. is limited to 75 per-
cent; a candidate with a Ph. D., to 80 percent; each year of experience
receives from 1 percent to 4 percent, with total amount 'unlimited.

5. Laboratory assistant, 1935.A candidate with a college degree is
limited to 75 percent; graduate work receives up to 80 percent; ex-
perience earns 1 percent to 5 percent, per year, with the total amount
unlimited.

6. Title examiner, grade 1, 1935.A candîdii a Ph. D. and LL. B.
is limited to 82 percent; each year of experience is credited with 2 per-
cent, with the total amount unlimited.

7 . Associate assistaht corporation counsel (htansit litigation), grade 3, 1935.
Education creclit is limited to 77 perceht; experience credit is limited
to 87 percent.

8. Probation officer, city magistratts court, 1935.Education credit is
limittd to 85 percent; experience credit, unlimited.

9. Pile driving engineer, 1936.Education credit is limited to 75 per-
cent; experiçnce credit, unlimited. ,

10. Social investigator, 1931 .Education credit is limited tO 85 per-
cent; experience credit, unlimited.

Despite the marked predilection for surplus credits for experience revealed
in these rating keys, there has been some tendency in the last 2 or 3 years
to award surplus credit for education. Educational honors, such as Phi
Beta Kappa membership and Law Renew editorial work, have recently
been recognized in the rating keys for such examinations as that for law
clerk, grade 1, 1936. In this examination college graduation added )0
percent to the base credit of 70 percent; college honprs, 7 percent; raw
school attendance, 3 percenq law school graduation, 5 percent; post-
graduate degree, 1 percent; admission to bar, 2 percent. Experience
cr6dit was limited to 5 percent. This' is an unusual instance of educa-
tional credits, but its appearance indicafes the possibility of modifying the
emphasis of the experience-education test upon surplus experience credits.

Analysis of the influence of the experience-education test upo4 the
examinations in which it is used supports the conclusion that its function
is to emphasize experience as the standard of selection.

The ratings received by candidates in the experience-education test have
little relationship to the ratings received by the same -candidates in the
writteh test. In 13 examinations for which coefficients of correlation
between the two tests were computed, a-significant positive relationship
was found in but two instances. In the 1928 examination for law examiner,
grade , r= .49 ± .05; and in the 1936 examination for law clerk and law
examiner, grade 1, r=.53± .05. These wqre, of course, examinations in
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which surplus education was given definite recognition for credit in the
experience-education part.

Sixty-three examinations were studied tó discover the influence of the rate
ing received by candidates in the experience-education test upon their rank
on the eligible list. Au average change of about five places was found from
rank on the written test to rank on the eligible list. In other words, a can-
didate who received the fifth highest rating onlithe written test, might, be-
cause of a higher or lower rating on the experience-education test, -rank from

*first to tenth on the eligible list. In the examinations studied the uniform
function of the experience-education rating was to raise the rank pf the ex-
perienced canbidate at the expense of the educated candidate.

This function of the experience-education test is further revealed by the
age differences of those ranking highest on the eligible list and those.ranking
highest gn the written examination. The following table indicates that
those receiving the highest marks on the written test are younger than those
whom the experience-education test raises io die highest ranks on the eli-

- gible list.

TABLE 1.Comparison of age differential between those ranking high on the eligible list as against
ft those ranking high on the written test

.

Examination
i

Grade Year
Average age
of high rank-
ing eligibles

Average age
of those ob-
taining high
ranking on
written test

.

1
0

3 3 6 5

Accountant , at
Architectural draftsman
Architectural draftsman
Assistant engineer
Bacteriologist
Industrial instructor
Inspector, public works
Inspector of repairs and supplies
Mechanical engineer
Nurse
Parole officer 1

A

S
3
3
3

3
3
4

1927
1918
1931
1929
1930
1935
1930
1935
1932
1936
1930

38. 9
28. 4
29. 8
33. 6
31.6
31. 5
38. 5
38. 1
42. 8
29. 3
28. 4

24. 7
23. 6
27. 8
27. S
29.5
29. 3
34. 1
36. S
35. 2
27. 6
24. 3

The experience-education test constitutes one of the basic barriers be-
tween the educational system and 'ihe civil service. In practice, the test
reflects the strong tendency of public sfrvice recruitment in the United
States to prefer, even in lower grades of each service, the "experienced"
candidate, a.ained in the routine of another emplornent,,to the educated
candidate who might be trained in the public service itsa While it is pola
sible that the test might be modified by the use of rating keys wha gave
more appropriate credit to education and which limited e credit for ex-
Terience, there ire grave doubts whether the test is one w can oe made
qualitative rather than quantitative in rating. Meanwhile, it retards the
development of any career service articulated with the educational system.
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CHAPTER IV

Examinations: The Written Test

,

IN THE' battery of tests wed in New York City Livil service examinations
the written test is the most important. It is tht most frequendy used,

appearing in 90 percent of the examinations given during the last 10 years.
It has the greatest average weight in examinations, counting for 50 percent
of the total in the typic4 examination. It is, therefore, the major instru-
ment of sélection in.Ahe recruitment of the pu4lic service personnel of the
city. Its relationship to the educational system t; accordingly of primary
significance in anysonsideration of the development' of a camp- service.

The device of the written test is a product of the educational system. Its
improvement has long been one of the preoccupations of educators. As an
instrument of measurement it has been under continuous analysis for objec-
tivity, reliability, and-validity. In form and method it has kgpt pace with
the development of the edwational system. Its use in public service recruitt
ment has been less subject" such analysis, but the Detroit Commission and
the United States CM1 Service Commission have conducted sustained
analysis of their written tests. The Bureau of Public Personnel Administra-
tion, durinethe period of its existence, also developed standardized and
partially standardized tests for many civil service positions. In New York
City, however, the size of the examining staff has not permitted any such
analysis or standardization of its tests. In general, no attempt is made to
apprAise the results of the written test by the statistical methods developed
for such analyses. It is not surprising, therefore, _to find an ,absence of the
most modern techniques in both test construction and analysis of test results
in the New York City civil iervice.

,

Certain trends do, however, indicate an increasing awareness of educa-
tional values in the recruitment process of the city. The present commission
has made an important advance in its increasing use of short-answer, objec-
tive tests as contrasted with the previous predominant use of the free-answer
(or essay) type. hi its use of such objective tests the commission has favored
the four-item multiple choice type. This is perhaps the most difficult to con-
truct, and the failure to reach a satisfactory level of reliability (shown by .
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several tests of reliability made during the course of this study) is perhaps due
, to the novelty of the experiment 'for the examining staff. The change ih

form is a significant step in-the correlation of the testing methods of educa-
tion and the ,civil service. , .

There is some indication, also, that standardized general intelligence tests
. may be used, at least in modified form, for the recruitment of firemen, pa-

trolmen, and attendant-messengers. In recruitment for these positions
the function of the written test is presumably to rink candidates according
to intelligence. Standardized tests of known reliability can easily be used,
either in standard fprm.or in modification.

..

:There is, further, a noticeable trend in increasing the educational content
and in raising the academic level of the written test, as subsequent discussion
in this chapter will show. The questions on written tests are now closer to
the materials.of the educational system than they have been at any previous
stage of the development of NeW York civil service recruitment.

-Despite these trends, however, the primary characteristic of the written
test in New YoricCity is its adherence to the "practical" tradition of Ameri-:

. can civil service recruitment. In part, the "practical" questions flow from
the requirement of the New York Civil Service law which, in section 14, i.e-
quires that "the examinations shall be public- anci shall be practical in theic
character and shall relate to those matters which wikl fairly test the relative
capacity and fitness of the persons examined to discharge the duties of that
service into which they seek to be appointed." In larger part, the emphasis
upon "practical" questions is the iesult of long 'acceptance by the commis-
sion of the premise that experience rather than education is the more satis-
factory standard for recruitment.

Ò'The "practic4a1" test Produces certain definite res ts. In the first place\
the fact that such tests have inevitably a narrow range of variety from exam- .\\
¡nation to examination encourages the growth of "cram" schools in which
candidates of inadequate education are prepared for the tests. The limità-*
dons of the "practical" test are such that the "cram" schools can produce
sufficient results in terms of the eligible list to insure their continued pros-
perity. In the 1928 examination for Social Investigator, for example, among
a group of 54 candidates *choslien at random, 32 had atttnded a "cram"
scho+i)1 in preparation for the examination. Almost none of these had had
social work education or experience.'

The " Eractical" question most, frequently relates to administrative rules
regulations of tht departmept or bureau in which the position is 16cated,

tail& _statutes affecting the &flies of the position, or to the piocedural
aspects of such duties. These are items foreign to the m1terials of the edu-
caiional curriculum which has more general objectives: Special "cram"
school preparatioriis theref9re necessary. Personnel administrators are in
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agreement that suc information is best learned as part of the probationary
. in-service training. uch questions as the followin are typical of the items
in "practical" tests- n New York City:

What city department issues permits to generate combustible gases?'
Wh#t city department is charged with the care and maintenance of water-front prop-

. erty?
Give the names of the official bodiei that issuelicenses, permits, or certificates for each

of the following:
.. 1.- To conduct a cola storage warehouse.

2. To conduct a business as a corporation.
3. To act as a manager of a professional boxer.
4. To practice osteopathy.' ,

In the second.place, althoi;gh those who pass the written test tend to have
more edtication than those who fail, there is among thosti3assing no signifi-
cant difference in rank which may be attributed to differences in amounts of
'education. Of 53 exarninatiemestudied for the purpose of determinin
ferences in years of education between those-who ranked high on the w ten
test and those who failed such tests, it was discovered that in 8 of the examiri'a.-
dons the candidates who failed had more education than those who ranked
highest, 45 thyre was no appreciable difference in education belween those
wliolailed and those who rankçd highest, in 14 there was a difference of less
than 2 years of education between those who failed and those who ranked
highest, and in 26 the diffirence exceeded 2, years but xlid not exceed' 5 Years
on any examination. These 26 exaritinations in which the differences exceed
2 years arc confined to the professional and technical services. When the
education of those receiving the higher marks was compared with the edu-
cation of those receiving thc lower passing marks on the written test, it was
discovered that,in 26 examinations studied, in 4 examinations the candi-

7tin with lr rAnk had more education than those ranked highest, in 13
aminations there was a difference of less than 2 years, and in 9 the differ- ,

ence exceeded 2 years but did ndt exceed 4 years in any examination. This
would seem to demonstrate that the "practical" written test is not:a measure
of education, but is instead one of the barriers between the educational sys-
tem and the civil serv.ice. or

The persistence of this barrier, as well 4 the trends toward its znpdifica-
tion, is to be perceived more clearly from the detailed discussion of written
tests in important services which follows: .

The written ksts for patrolmen andfiremen.----.9,These tests havgthe pait con-
tained the following pant: Memory, government and elementiry duties,
letter or report writing, and arithmetic. Memory and arithmetic questions
usually have had a wéight of 20 percent each, with the remainder of the
'weights given to the 6sro other p

I Fireman, 1935.
3 Patrolman. 1934.
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All the arithrbetic questions included in these exatninations have been onthe level of thesixth and seventh years of elementary school. Both the cah
c lations involved and the vocabulary used have been on that level. The
fi; owing examples are indicative of the type df questions usually inluded:

Add !i, %, and %.
Multiply 0.32 by 1.2.
4press a's a decimal.
Find the interest on $200 at &percept for 2 years and 1 month.
If the difference bietweefi two num5ers is 1320 and the smaller number is 1750, whatis the larger number? s

The candidate usually has been given a choice of o to e of them
relating to a general civic problem ancrthe other ne of importance in con-

fInnection with the duties o the position involved. the 1934 xamination
for patrolman thjcandi ates were asked. t6 write one page on one oP the
following topics:

Diseuss the connection between moving pictures and misconduct
OR

If you were the police officer on post what wo o in the following case? Twoyoung boys lost a ball in the sew ey lift the manhole cover and one of ihemclimbs down the manhole. e fails to reappear after a long interval of time has
Passed.

.The "government'and elementary dutier questions have beet, mainly
routihe questions concerning rules and regulations with several on more
generil aipects. The following are typical öf thc questiong asked on
municipal government:

(a) taxes are paid in what bureau of the finance dspj.irunept?
(c) How many members in a petit jury?
(c) What official presides over the upper branch if the Municipal Assembly?(4 What official heads the city law department?'
(s) In what court in New York County would a case of arson usually be tried?

It 13 doubtful if such questions on minute details measure any abilities. If.
they were of the true-false statement type, and if there were from (00 to 200
of them, they Would undoubtedly have significance as instruments of
selection. This increase in items`would give the tests greter reliability, and
their validity would be more probable.

The.memory part usually has consisted of a patsage of between 150 and
200 words.. After reading this passage, or baying it read to them, the can-
didates 4nswer questions, usually fiVe in'fiumbér, based on the facts
contained in tile passage read.

The above discusgion of the parts included in the written test for firemen
and patrolmen indicates tilat the level of selectivity has not been higher in

sletrolmaz February 27, 1934,
Wiremen, 1935.
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any part than the first or second year of high school 'represented by the
required letter or repdrt. The other parts either have required no schooling

at all or hate been associated with the elementary school curriculum.
Recognition of this' low level of selection led the present commission to

alter radically the written test for firemen in 1937. At first the commission
was inclined to fix high-school graduation as agt education requirement,
but after public hearings and extended disciission the requirement_ was

waived. The commission announced its intention to raise the lerel of

recruitment to the twelfth-year educational stándard by use of a new type
of written test. The written test of 1937 did reach the twelfth-year level,

and in its construction it represents an unusually complete adaptation to
educational standards. and to career values. the 1937 test abandoned the
memory part, the questions on duties and regulatio.ns, and reduced the
importance of the er.eport section. The new test consists primarily of 150

objective items. Thiity of the items tested vocabulary, 50 tested ability to

judge spatial relations, while the remaining 70 included questions on

arithmetical relationships, chemistry, civics, and current events. This test

undoubtedly constitutes a base upon which, when tested for reliability and

validity, a career personnel in the police and fire services can be built.
The written tests for 'clerks and stenographers.Before 1930, the position of

clerk, grade- 1, the basic oiie in the _clerical service, was undesirable because

of the low' pay offered (about $9607. There was a large turnover among
those who were appointed to this position and satisfactory personnel condi-.

tions Were difficult to maintain, The examinations held for the position
contained simple arithmetic and English* questions requiring not much

more than an elementary school diploma. At the same time, open-compet-

'Wye examinations were given for grade 2. Recruitment for that grade
was on a slightly fligher level, approaching the point ofhigh4choo1 gradua-

tion. The following items from the 1930 test indicate their comparatively
low educational level: .

1414 is what part of a dollar?

What is the least common denominator of %, %, and

Hciw is the department of sanitation contained with maintaining sanitary conditions
in New York City? .

Since the time of thc above examination, however, a depression has
intervened. Civil se 'cc positions are now more attractive. The number
of applicadis lias increased fdur, five and even, in some positions, tenfold.

Candidates who_ww apply for grade 1 positions are better qualified in
terms of edticadonal achievement than those previously recruited for grade

2 and higger poseittions.
Under these higher standards an examination was given for grade 1 in

1935. While a high-school diploma was not a requirement, candidates
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were warned that "No candidate may reasonably expect to pass this exami-
nation who has not attained a senior high school education or the equiva-
lent." The written test given for the -position did re4ch this level. There
were a few questionspf the type included in the American history course in
the senior year of high school; the candidates were required to define 40
words of reasonable difficulty and the arithmetic questions were, much more
complicated than the siinple type previously included. The. candidates
were required to spell 48 words included in the reading vocabulary of a
high-scho61 student and, finally, the candidates were required to write a
letter for which the rating stAndard was equivalent to the standard expected
of high-school graduates. On the general cultural part of the test caricii-
dates had to make a mark of 80 percent or better or be eliminated, and 75
percent was required on the duties and letter part. Matching questions of
the 'following type were included:

1. Naturalization. 1. Designed to limit the- number of aliens entering this
2. Immigration quotas. coun try
3. Deportation.

2. Designed to apprehend [sit] fugitives from justice. .4. Extiadition.
5. Probation. 3. Designed to supervise the behavior of delinquents.% (

in the same way the test for stenographer-typist and the test for promotion
to clerk, grade 2, were modified to include academic matetial of the spelling
and letter-writing type, and the "pass" mark was raised for some parts to
85 percent. In the promotion examinatiqn to grade 2, the few simple free-
answer questions previously included were changed to a comprehensive test
containing 160 short-answer questions. This test also required the writing
of a two-page keport describing the functions either of "the department in
which you are employed or any 'major division of the department in which
you are employed." The short-answer questions were about equally
divided between those related to the high-school and elementary academic
curriculum and those concerned with the duties -of the position. Tpe
following examples of questions of the first type indicate how far the present
Commission has gone in recognizing the value of academic preparation for
these positions:

The government of New York City is called the tYPe-
(a) city manager
(b) mayor-council
(c) limited mayor-assembly
(d) unlimited.mayor4commission

The principal taxation source in New York City is the tax on
(a) gasoline
(b) cigarettes
(c) real property
(d) stock' and bonds

6%
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"It enables the people to'control the officials they have elected" is one of the advan-tages of the .
(a) assembly
(b) referendum
(c) gerrymander
(d) city rnapager plan

According to the proposals of the charter commission, minorities would be given rep-
resentation in the city government by means of the

(a) direct primary
(b) proportional representation
(c) universal suffrage
(d) convention system

The inclusion of such items of academic value in these tests has resulted
in better selectivity- thrbugh the elimination of "cram" courses in prepara-
tion for these examinations. The fundamental courses of the public-school
curriculumhistory, civics, spelling, English, mathematicsare being
stressed rather than the subjects of rules and regulations and local ordinances
which are the raison d'etre of the "cram" schools. From the announce-
ments issued for forthcoming exAminations for similar pdsitions, it can be
expected that the present Commission will continue with this type of exami-
nation. Steady progress in this direction can be expected eventually to
articulate the recruitment of the clerical service with the ecliicational
system. In no other field has the present Commission so clearly recognized
career values in its attempts to recruit promotable personnel.'

The bookkeeping and accounting service.The emphasis in the examinations
given for this service is entirely on the duties of the positions with the ques-
tions becoming more intricate, so far as bookkeeping and accounting details
are concerned, as .the importance of the position increases. In the 1935 test
,for grade 2 bookkeeper there was included for the first time a general
'educational part whIch contained questions on definitions of Words and
arithmetical calculations.'

The bookkeeping tests include quest' !.volving the preparation of
trial balances and the making of journal entries. Candidates who have

4r had high-school training in bookkeeping should have no difficulty with
questions such as the following:

The following balances were iaken from the ledger of Snyder and Cutler on Dec. 31,
1933. Set up the trial balance. . . .

The accounting examinations are more difficult and require additional
experience or training beyond the\high-school level. The major part of
these teits is devoted to trial bala*s, balance sheets, and profit and loss
sttements. In the 1928 test for accountant, grade 5, a sixty-two item trial

I See "Preparedness Neglected by Grade 1 Clerks, 1936" issued November 1936, by Municipal Gifu Servic=eCommission, New York City. This pamphlet indicates the type of preparation expected of clerks, grads 1,who desire to advance to higher positions.
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balance was included. Questions have also been included on branch and
main office journals, as the following from the 1931 test:

(a) Make all entries on brat' books and close branch books.
(b) Show entries made by home office for the above transactions and for taking up

the profits _of the branch on its own books. _

The 1 933 test given for grade 5 contains a question directly related to the
duties of the position.'

Describe the process of accumuláting labor costs and distributing them to the proper
accounts for an organization like the City Independent Subway.. Candidates may
give outlines of the forms necessary in connection with this work.

Thért is no direct attempt in these written tests, except in the bookkeeper,
grade 2, examination, to test for educational achievement. Instead, the
questions generally included in these tests provide a sample reproduction
of the daily tasks of a bookkeeper or accountant in the city's service. The
high quality of candidates attracted to these examinations during the
depression has raised the mean marks of the testees so that in the 1935 test
previously cited, more than 100 candidates earned a mark of 95 percent
or better. With this oversupply of experienced candidales available, the
selective task of the examin'ations is made simpler. But the relationship
of this service to the promotion opportunities of the higher clerical positions
(grade 2 bookkeepers are eligible for grade 3 clerkships) raises the quest
of the need for higher educational staandards. ....

The social work service.The written tests for positions in this service show
a promising trend toward the greater use of opjective, comprehensive tests,
and increased use of educational materials for question purposes.

The tests in the social work service given in the first half of the period
wider stuly were composed of about 1 0 free-ánswer questions. One ques-
tion ordiarily required a discussion of a phase of social work; another, the
routine techniqup of case-work investigation,. and the remainder required
knowledge of definitions of social-work terms and the availability of factual
material necessary for a social investigator. The following question from
the 1931 test for social investigator is representative of thc type of knowledge
previously required:

A woman, who is a relative within the second degree, makes an application for an
állowance for the support of three minor children. These children arc the off-
spring of the deceased mother's first marriage. The step-father of these children
is still. living. He has five children by a previous marriage. He is in destitute
circumstances and has committed these five children to an institution,,Give your opinion, with reasons, oman's eligibility for the allowance for
which she applies. i

o It should be pointed out that the objection to "duties" questians involves only those questions
which require special "cram" preparation for civil service examinations. It does not include those practical
questions which have relation to the duties of the position but can be answered by using knowledge accumulated
is academic training or general experience. s
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In the recent tests giv'en for these positions, a common pattern has been
followed: Included are from 100 to 200 short-answer items which require
knowledge of the theory of the work, the literature, and the fundamental
processes, and, in addition, one or more essay questions involving discussion

---ef the procedure to be followed in a case investigation or requiri.ng an
anàlysis of a general theoretical topic in the field of social work. The
following questions from the 1936 test for probation officer are representa-
tive of the short-answer items included:

The children arraigned in Children's Court
%A. Come chiefly from the lower income groups.

B. Are always of inferioY intelligence.
C. Are all children of foreign-born parents.
D. Never come from mtddle-class American homes.

The cash rslief administered by the Emergency Relief Bureau is from funds con-
tributed by

A. The city and ihe State.

4

B. The city and the Federal Government.
C. The State and the Federal Government.
D. The State, city, and Federal Government.

The following from the 1936 examination for social investigator is repre-
sentative of the essay questions included in these examinations:

What is the relation between the increased use of machinery in induseity and the
problem of pnemployment?

What is the relation between public and private agencies in social work in New
York City?

These questions are of the type frequently included in academic exami-
nations. Further improvement points to the extension of the short-answer
items from the present rather narrow type which emphasizes knowledge of
statutory and regulatory provision; to items of a broader scope which would
test social intelligence, civic and cultural background, and fundamental
theories of social work. Since preparation in a school for social work is not
yet required for these positions, it is important that the written test be
broadened in iubject matter. The beginnings of career standards are
present in these tests.

The engineering service.The requirements for engineering examinations
emphasize practical experience as preparation. The written tests follow
the same pattern and are practical in content. The questions for engineers
are practical but technical in subject matter. The tests for engineerjng
inspectors are mainly concerned with the routifie involved in the duties of
the positions. In cinly one group of engineering tests is there recognition
of academic training as preparation. For junior positions such as rodman,
engineering assistant, and junior draftsman of various kinds there is usually
included in the written tests a mathematics part with a weight of 20 PerCet.
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These mathematics questions are made qualifying that is, the candidates
must pass this part in order to pass the test and no failure on these questions
can be compensated by higher marks on the remainder of the written test.
The following question from the 1929 test for grade engineering assistant
is representative:

The following cross section notes were taken on the line of a proposed excavation.
Complete the notes and then calculate the area of the section. Assume the bottom
of the cut to be 30 feet wide with side slopes of.1 vertical on 1% horizontal. Grade
at the 6ottom of the cut is 80.64 feet.

Station 0+00 H. Q. = 96.52

6.3 5.2 .3.2 1.2 p4
29.4 I-5- C. L. T. 38.3

e

The remainder of the written tests for these junior positions given previous
to the depression consisted of extremely simple questions which could --be

and were covered in 6 months' "cram" school courses. The following
questions includedin the 1927 examination for grade 2 junior mechgnical
draftsman are. indicative of the low educational level at Which the recruit-
ment standards were set during this period:

What is a logarithm?
What is the difference between half scale and one of half an inch to the foot?
State what care must be given your ruling pen to keep it in good condition?

In other tests for these junior positions, practical questions of the following
type were asked :

Describe how ,one of the following is laid: (1) Granite tlock pavement; (2) Cement
side-walks. r

Outline the procedures that would be followed in makigg surveys for a proposed
rapid transit tunnel connecting Brooklyn and Staten Island.

For these positions the written test sometimes becomes a practical test.
For example, in the 1927 test for junior architectural draftsman, the can-
didates were required to lay out a small building to test their efficiency and
organization in drafting floor plans and elevation, and a detail of a section
was required to show construction. Similarly, in a test for junior electrical
draftsman, the candidates were required to discover the errors made in a
graphic presentation of an electrical hook-up.

The written tests included in examinatiols for the senior positions of the
engineering service are directly related to ale type of work to be performed
on the job. Hypothetical problems of an extremely complicated nature are
presented, andthe candidate is required to furnish a solution. The follow-
ing question from the test given for resident engineer (bridge construction)
is representative of this type:

Assuming a highway bridge consisting of seven 300-foot spans over a 2,000-foot wide
river and two plate-girder approaches of 2,000 feet each located on rather flat land.
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one side being built up closely and the other, side undeveloped, describe in detail
the triangulation system and survey you would lay out, and indicate how you would
give locations of one river pier, and for one land picr on each side of the river.
Describe fully the precautions necessary to insure correct measurement of lines
and angles. What degree of accuracy should be attained in measuring a base line?
In determining the distance across the river?

The tests for engineering inspectors are practical from the point. of view of
direct and immediate relationship to the duties of the positions involved;
knowledge of the appropriate rules and regulations are often involved. For
example, candidates for the position of inspector of light and power have
been asked to "state briefly the regulations governing transmitting radio
antenna." In the 1936 test for the same class of positions, however, the uses

of short-answer questions enabled the Corhmission to cover a broader scope
of subject matter and the test consequently was of a more highly selective
nature. Besides the objective type questions, the,candidates were asked to
write a report on an accident. This type of question is being extensively
used by the present Commission in tests given to inspectors.

Except for the mathematics questions included in the tests for junior
positions of this service and the occasionally required sketches and theoret-
ical problems, the written tests in these examinations have no relationship to
the curricula of the colleges or the engineering schools. Hówever, the can-
didates with better ucational background do tend to get higher marks.
The size of the en-_ g service in the city, its technicarand professional
character, and the tAntial opportunitifis for promotion make it one of
the post 'promising fields for a career sftvice. As yet neitlftr minimum
requirements nor the standards for the written test recognize these
potegtialities.

The chemical and biological services.In these services recruitment for the
lower ranking positions is through the use of tests closely related to educa:-
tional standards; for the higher-grade positions the emphasis is on practical
experience. The following question from a test for chemical laboratory
assistant illustrates this point:

Define or explain each of the following:
(a) Critical temperature of a gas.
(b) Chemical equilibrium of a solution.
(c) The spectrum.

Illustritive of the type of questions asked in the more important positions
which require practical experience in preparation is the following from the
test for pathological chemist:

In case of a patient who has been brought to the hospital unconscious when poisoning
is suspected, what lien would you require for analysis?

Unlike the tests for the engineering service where experience of an appro-
priate nature might overcome lack of technical education, in the chemical
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and biological services the practical questions are compounded equally or
experience and academic training. The following questions frôm the 1935
examination for chemisfare illustrative of this point:

Describe the quantitadve analysis of vanilla extract.
How would you determine the B. t. u. value of coal?
Describe briefly the quantitative analysis of red paint.

The 1936 test for bacteriologist is of a similar type with the questions of
a kind calculated to demonstrate the quality of both academic and practical
preparation.° The following question is indicative of the type included in
that test:

In making a blood smear for diagnosis of malaria, describe the proper procedure
and indicate briefly the principal differential diagnostic points of tertian b-
tertian (estivo-autumnal), and quartan malarias as realed in properly tined
smears.

In the tests given for inspectors' of chemical, biological, and related
products the emphasis is on practical knowledge of the regulations pertain-
ing to each product and the methods involved in detecling violations.
The candidates are usually required to write a report on the general subject
pertinent to the field of inspection. The following questions are indicative
of the type included in these tests:

What are &lime of the common methods used in adulterating mjlk and cream?
Give a brief description of the breed count of examining milk. /
What fire hazards are connected with comp r=15:-.0 ammonia gas?

As the examples of the questions included in the examinations for the
chemical and biological services indicate, there is a happy combination e

here, except in the inspector examinations, of academic knowledge and
practical experience required for preparation. As previously suggested in
the analysis of the engineering examinations, this result follows from the
combination of these elements in the minimum requirementt for these
positions. Both education and experience achievements receive iubstantial
recognition in the minimum requirements and are consequently recognized
in the preparation of the written test.

In most of these tests the questions are correlated with educational levels
appropriate to the position. It has also been found that where the type
Qiquestion is associated with a lower educational level than seems desirAble.,. i

the rating standards of the examiners ordinarily compensate for the devia-
tion. There is, in general, in the written _tests for these services a definite
recognition of educational and career values.

The written test for nurses and physia'ans.The technical and professional
educiton required for preparation for these services is to a considerable
exten an anarysis of practical problems with considerable working experi-
ence included. The written tests used in recruitment for these services show,
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a definite alinement with the training received in *nursing and medical
schools.

The trend in the type of written tests in examinations for nurses is defi-
nitely in the direction of questions regarding the public-health aspects of the
position. This has been concomitant with a change in the requirements for
these positions requiring public-health courses or experience. At the same
time, moreover, medical questions included in the training courses of all
nurses are presented. The following questions are representative of these
two kroups:

What are the symptoms of the onset of measles?
Outline a diet suitable for a person w0 nephritis.

* is a branch of medical science which treats of disease in the individual
ad community.

Give thethree important reasons why every baby's birth should be registered.
Give three measures which are effective in the prevention and control of communi-

cable diseases.

This more frequent use of questions relating to public-health nursing is based
on the retognition that since all candidates are required to be registered
nurses, and since registration is acquired by passing a test concerning the
work of an institutional or private nurse, public-service recruitment can well
concentrate on the principles and practices of public-health nursing.

.1 The written tests given for physicians vary from-the general type for clinic
physician§ and medical inspectors to the specialized questions and technical
subject matter of the tests given for such specialists as roentgenologists and

. drug-addiction experts.

Since the clinics of ihe city's health department are specialized, recruit,
ment for clinic physician through specialized written tests has been sug-
gested. It has been found by the health department that the general prac-
titioner cannot meet satisfactorily the special problems of a baby-feeding
station or a venereal-disease clinic. In the 1928 examination for this posi-
tion, the following questions are representative of those asked:

Describe the etiology and symptomatology of anthrax.
Describe the symptoms of renal tuberculosis.
Describe the procedure you would employ in making diagnosis of acute gonorrhea in

the male.

For the administrative positions in the medical service the questions cover
the subject of administration and do not include medical items. The as-
sumption is made that the medical degree and the medical training required
insures the presence of the proper technical background. The tests serve to
measure the quality of the candidates in terms of administrative judgment.
Half of the tests, for example, for director of hospitals (contagious diseases),
'apnsisted of the following question:
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State your views as to the desirable and practically possible (a) organization, (b) per-
,

;tonne!, plant and equiprpent needs, and (c) administration of the bureau.

The professional training required for these positions insures a satisfactory
educational level for the written tests. While all the tests obviously require
the appropriate medical or nursing trainingdfrom the candidates, the present
trend is in the direction of the inclusion of public-health questions for nurses
and specialized questions for clinic physicians. In terms of written tests,
career standards haVe been achieved.

The legal service.The questions used on the various tests for this service
range from simple factual questions such as: Who may lawfully service a
summons? to the statement of a hypothetical case with the testee required
to give a decision on the basis of the facts set forth. In examinations which
require graduation from law school, the questions are within the boundaries
of the usual law-school curriculum. Where legal experience is required,
a very broad testing of such experience is afforded by the questions asked.

In the examinations for various grades of general counsel, the questions
cover the law-school curriculum, includirg evidence, practice, property,
wills, torts, domestic relations, and surety and guaranty. Questions such
as the following are asked:

What is the best-evidence rule and give three exceptions to it?
In an action by a resident Nelis York against a foreign corporation the summons

was served upon the president' of the corpoiation, fvho was also a resident of
New York, as the latter was on his way to a seaside resort to sptnd the summer.
When engaged on the business of the corporation the president occupied an
office in the State of Colorado. Is the service valid?

The problems of rapid-transit construction and operition has forced the
city to _recruit specialists in that field. Two éxaminations have been given
for counsel for the board of transportation, and one has been given for a
specialist in transit litigation for the general law department of the city.
In the latter test, given in 1936, the candidate was asked to assume that he
was an associate assistant corporation counsel, and, given his clients' argu
ments and the opposition's contentions, was asked to prerare three briefs,
citing authorities and decisions whenever relevant. Consultation with law
reports was allowed. The cases for which the 'briefs had to be prepared
covered the whole field of rapid-transit law, including statutes, court
interpretations, and the issues involved in rapid-transit litigation. Bidding,
breach of contract, and payment in, connection with rapid-transit construc-
tion are all included in the questiotns. This test calls for lengthy experience
in the field of transit law plus ability to analyze and synthesize a compli-
cated set of facts.

The 1931 test for junior assistant counsel, grade 2, board of transporta-
don is simple in comparison with the above test. More than 50 percent of
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the test' requited nothing more than a statement of various applicable rules
and regulations and the remainder of the test covered legal problems in the
field of subway construction. Questions such as the following were asked:

Give five of the important provisions which are required by law to be inserted in
a subway construction contract.

What law requires the insertion in the contract of these provisions?
X, without having procured either a franchise or a license, operated a motor bus

for the transportation of passengers ppon the streets of the city of New York.
His bus was run into and damaged by a streetcar of the Y company as a result of
the negligence of the motorman. X sues the Y company to recover damages'.
The deiendant moved to dismiss the complaint on the ground that the. damage
to the bus was caused by the illegal operation of the bus and therefore there
could be no recovery gy the plaintiff. Judgment fOr whom, and why?

Between 1928. and 19,6 there was a marked rise in the educational level
of the written tests given for examiner, law department, grade 1. The
earlier test was a simple one involving the routine clerical tasks of the'
position; the 1936 test was of the type associated with the law-school exam-

/iinations. In 1928, simple items such as the following were asked:'
Indicate the primary public or private sources from which you. would obtain the

following data. (1) Birth certificate of a native New Yorker; (2) copy of the last
will and testament of John Doe, late of New York County; (3) payment of income
taxes; (4) financial standing of a defendant.

Distinguish between a court's order and a judge's order.
Define condemnation proceedings.
What is meant by advene possession?

All these questions are simple and factual- ind can be "picked up" while
working in a lawyer's office. The 1936 test is werY different. Actual°
knowledge of all the fields of study covered in law school arc required.
Rather than a mere repetition of rules, the testee in. this 6amination has
to indicate who, in 24 hypbthetical cases, will get a judgment and why.
Questions such as the following were asked:

The A Pharmacy, Inc., has a pdlicy of insurance with the B Insurance Co., whereby
the insurane company agreed to indemnify the pharmacy against lou arising
from claims against the pharmacy for bodily injury or deathgboccasioned through
error or mistake in preparing, selling or delivering drugs, except where it is shown
that the injury or death was caused by failure to comply with the law or in the
consequence of the performance of an unlawful act by the assured or its employees.
One of the pharmacy's employees through error failed to affix a poison label to a
poison sold to a customer, as required by the education and penal laws. The
customer took the poison, which resulted ih his death. The pharmacy made a
reasonable settlement with the dead man's estate, and then seeks indemnity from
the Insurance company. The insurance company refuses to pay and the phar-
macy sues. Judgment for whom, and why?

For title examiner, grade 1, 1955, the written test was a simple test re-
lated to experience in the work. While a law-school stddent would do well
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on the theoretical questions, he would be unable to answer those based on
experience unless he had specially prepared himself for the tst. QuAtions
such as the following were asked:

Draw an acknowledgment by a corporation.
Name all persons or officials (titles) before whom proof of a conveyance Of real

property within the State of New York may be made.

The written test in New York City recruitment practice has shown,
during the latter half 'of the period under review, a marked trend toward
educational and career-service standards. The advance has been uneven
among the various services, and there are instances, as in the engineering
service, in which little progress has been made. In the main, as an instru-
ment of s*.election, the written test still emphasizes, in New York City, not
educational achievement or general intelligence or aptitude, but the
special information derived from experience or from special "cram" lool
courses. If it has ceased in certain services to erect barriers agaitít educa-
tion as preparation for the public service, it has not yet served generally. to
recruit the educated candidate as contrasted with the experience-trained
candidate. It has failed also to compensate for The experience bias of the
experience-education test.
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40.

Examinations: The Oral Test

4
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IN THE period under review the oral test was used in 30 percent of the ex-
amiriations and when used had an average weight of 30 percent. Its

appeannce in the examinations for the lower grades is infrequént and when
it is so used its weight, is not very important.

'The test is difficult of analysis in terms 71° to education, for
its purpose is to measure neither education, eXperience, nor information,
but simply "manner; appearance; bearing." These traits, it would be gen-
erally assumed, are possessed in positive form by canckdates with educational
qualifications as frequently as by candidates schoded by experience. Yet
it appears that the oral test in New York City associates these traits with age
and experience, rather than with education.

A statisticaranalysis of the results of the oral test indicates that, there is a
teqdency in the rating of that test to favor those who are oldet and those
who have more experience. Of 22 examinations studied for the purpose,
15 resulted in higher grades for the older as against the younger group.
The average age of those receiving the high marks in all these tests co&
bined was 29.8; the average Age of those receiving the lower marks was 2811

The table following indicates a significant relationship between grades on
the experience-education test as compared with the oral test ratings.

The significance of the correlation is increased by the fact that very low
correlation was revealed between the experience-education test and the
written test.

This tendency of the oral iest to select by the standard of age and experi-
ence is consistent with the traditional emphasis upon these attributes in
New York City., The handicap to the young educated candicloe is, how-
ever, in this instanCe, iomewhat modified by the general reetriction of the
use of the test to the higher grades. Wherever it is used in thos.e grades to
which candidates with appropriate education but without experience might
logically aspire, the oral test is now a 'fuither barrier to such carkclidates.
The form and nature of the test is now being drasticat lly modified tc\A insure
greater objectivity, as the result of recent litigation bY candidátes charging
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. absence of rating standards, and it is postible that future use of the test will
see a trend toward recognition of other affirmative traits than those arising
from age and experience.

TABLE 2.Correlation between experience-education test and oral test

,

Examination
.,

Grade Year Coefficient ol
correlation

,.
. p 1

.

1
_

3 4

eputy tax commissioner.....
sInspector of elevators

Inspector of foods
Inspector of foods (meat and poultry) - i
Inspector of licenses

Do - ...
Inspector of repairs and supplies....
Nurse (female) A - .

Do
Parole officer .. .
Police surgeon; medical officer, fire department; and medical examiner,

department of sanitation
Probation officer (children's court) -
Probation officer (male).
Social investigator -

Do
,..

fide examiner .

3
2
2
2
2
3

.

1

1

1935
1934
1928
1936
1930
1935
1935
1930
1936
1935

1935
1929
1929
1928
1932
1935

O. 67 ±0. 0.5
.51+ . Ch
.3Q+ .05
.10+ .05
, 51+ .05
.20* .0(
.39+ .07
.44 + .0E
. 10 ± .0(
.50+ .0S

.63+ .0(

.24+ .0(

.43+ .C6
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I CHAPTER VI

Civil Service as a Career in
New York City

MHE IMPROVEMENT of public personnel requires more than higher stan'd-
ards of recruitment. Superior personnel will not enter a service which

has limited opportunities for advancement to posts of higher responsibility.
The public service- must become a career service if it is to recruit an ade.
quately equipped personnel.

aBy a career," said the Commission 6f Inquiry on Public Service .Person-
nel, "is meant a life work. It is an honorable occupation which one nor-
mally takes up in youth with the expectation of advancement, and pursues
until retirement. A career service in government is thus a public service
which is so organized arid conducted as to encourage careçrs "

Basic to the creation of such a career service in New York, as elsewhere
in 'the public service, is the establishment of a cclassification plan which is
.designed to provide logical and consistent relationship among (1) the duties
and responsibilities of each position, (2) the qualifications required for
entrance to competition, (3) the charaoter of the examinations, (4) the
opportunities- for promotion to positions of higher responsibility, and (5)
the salaries paid. New York City has only the beginnings of such a classi-
fication system. Positions are classified by tides with some anent= to
duties, but entrance requirements and recruitment standards are designed
mainly to fit a specific job. Promotion areas are limited by the failure to
use a classification systém Which will encourage and facilitate careers.
Salaries are determined almost wholly by considerations other than those
of a career servicg.

Promotion opportunities.---Within the limits of the present classification
plan, however, .advancement by merit is firmly established. There are
relatively few exempt positions. The chief shortcomings are "dead ends,"
resulting from the abserice, of a career serviCe classifieation, and. the ex-
tensive use of open-competitive examinations for positions in the higher
brackets.

Despite these limitations there arç _examples of "careers" in thc public
service in New York City. Those emploices who now hold positions gen-
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er4lly described as bureau chief§ have frequently had long and honorable
careers in the service of the city. In the legal service one such employee
has the following record: He was appointed in 1913 as a title examiner at
$1,500 a year, was promoted to junior counselln 1919 at $1,780, to-deputy
Assistant Corporation Counsel in 1925 at $2,448, and has since received
salary increases bringing him to $5,000.

The following records in the engineering service indicate the paths that
some employees have followed: One bureau chief started in 1912 as an
assistant electrical engineer at $1,500. He took another:open-competitive
examination in 1919 and was appointed to a position as mechanical engi-
neer at $1,900. Later he was raised to $3,0.00, to $3,300, then in 1925 to
'$3,600, in 1926 to $3,900 and has since received increases reaching $7,500
in 1931.

Another employee in the same service started in 1 906 as an axeman at
$720; in 1 909 through an open-competitive examination he became a rod-
man at $900; he was promoted to transitman in 191 1 at $1,200; and was
appointed the following year as the result of an open-competitive examina-
tion as a computer at $1,500. In 1911 he was Promoted to the position
of assistant engineer, although with no change in salary, and was again
promoted in 1 920 with a salary increased to $3,510. By 1934, as the re-
sult of continued salary increments, he received a salary of $7,200.

In the clerical service, similar career opportunities have been found.
One chief clerk started in 1906 at $1,050, was promoted in 1907 to $1,200,
in 1913 to $1,800, and in 191 8 to $2,400. Through periodic salary in-
creases this employee obtained $4,750, in 1930. Another clerk started in
1917 at $1,200, and by successive salary increments he has reached the
$6,500 level.

A similar situation exists in the accounting servic. One bureau chief
started as a finance examiner in 1898 at $1,500 and th6 through successive
promotions became a bookkeeper at $1,950, accountant at $2,100, $2,400
and $3,000 and then continued receiving salary increments until he reached
in 1935 a, silary of $8,000. An auditor of accounts started at $1,100 in
1898 as a warrant clerk, then received salary increments and then promo- 4

tion to clerk in 1905 at $1,800, then received further salary increases to
.$3,150 in 1924, And was promoted the following year to the position of
auditor of accounts at $3,500. Since then increments have raised his
salary to $7,000.

The medical service has offered-to some employees similar opportunities.
A departmental general medical superintendent enfered the city's service
as an assistant alienist at $1,520 and then took another competitive test for
medical superintendent and was appointed.at $3,500. Since then, through
promotion examinations, hi positions have increased in importance and

es
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his salary to $8,000. The director of the bureau of child hygiene of the
department of health entered the city's servite in 1905 as a medical in-
spector at $1,200 and rose through all the grades- to grade 5 in 1919 at
$3,500. In 1924 he was appointed as head of the bureau at $5,000 and
was subsequently raised to $6,000.

The relatively few positions in the chemical and biological service of the
city make promotion difficult. The chide chemist of the department of
water supply, gas, and electricity staried in 1903 as a chemist at $1,200 and
has since then by promotion and successive salary increments reached the
$5,500 level. A chemist in the department of purchase started in 1908 as a
laboratory assistant at $900 and has since then, by promotion to chemist
and salary increases, reached $4,500.

In the social service the number of higher positions available has been so
few that the "career" opportunities have been limited. With the present
tremendous exp'ansion in the social service personnel of the city, the near
future can be expected to briffg opportunities here equivalent to those in
other city services.

In the police and fire services, every position in the uniformed and
detective forces is filled by those in the competitive service and at present
the commissioners, too, are competitive employees.

Open competition vs. promotion.One of the most debatable points in per-
sonnel administration is the choice between open-competition and promo-
tion in recruiting for higher posts. The New York civil-service law pro-

.. vides in seetion 16 that "Vacancies in positions in the competitive class shall
be filled, so far as practicable, by promotion from among persons holding
positions in a lower grade in the department, office, or institution in which
the vacancy exists," but the question as to whether it is practicable is a
matter of admfnistrative discreti6n..

The failure to hold promotion examinations for many positions is cline of
the greatest obstacles to a "career" in the civil servico While it is true
that employees who are in the public service are not hindered in competing
in examinations open to all, yet the fact remains that such examinations
tend to hurt the morale of those in the lower grades who feel that they have
been passed over. Wherever sz;pen-competitive recruitment is necessary
because those in the lowe4ades are not qualified, there is a definite indi-
ation that inadequate recruitment standards were employed fore the

entrance grades. In other words, recruitment requirements for the entrarCié
positions in each service must anticipate the promotion needs of the
higher grades as well as the duties of the immediate grade being filled.

In New York City, promotion is frequendy subordinated to open com-
petition because of the inadequacits of the classification -system and the
absence of career standards in iecruitment to entrance grades of certain
services.
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In the accounting and bookkeeping services, open-competitive recruit-
ment has been found necessary for all grades. This practice has been the
result in part 6f a limited qualified supply of candidates already in the
service. In 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, and 1931, closed promotion examina-
tions were given to accountants and 48

4
were appointed. At the same time,

open-competitive examinations were necessary to fill the vacancies which
those already in the service were unable to qualify for and 300 candidates
were appointed.

In the engineering service many open-competitive examinations are
given to fill vacancies in very important positions of both an administrative
and technical character. Offal this situation arises in this service because
those already employed are mainly concerned with maintenance work and
are not qualified to do the planning of construction projects of an elaborate
character. For that reason, outstanding positions paying more than
$5,000? such as the following, have.been filled by open-competitive exami-
nations: Resident engineer (bridge construction), as.sistant electrical
engineer, gracfe 4; assistant designing engineer (department of sanitation);
engineer of cars and shops (board of transportation); sanitary engineer
(sewage treatment operation). At the same time, however, ma.ny pro-
motion examinations have been given. During the 10-year period of
1927-36, 984 promotion& have been made in this service.

In the nursing and medical services there exist many positions of bureau
chief importance which have been filled through open competitive rather
than promotion examinations. This condition is the result of a number of
connected factors. Turnover in the medical service is at a high rate; new
bureaus have been established making promotion examinations difficult;
and, finally, in many cases those in the lower grades have not had the
necessary competence. The following important positions have been6filled
through open competitive examinations: Director of the bureau of nursing;
director of the bureau of social hygiene; director of district health admiilis-
tration; director of hospitals, contagious diseases; assistant director, bureau
of.health education; director of the division of psychiatry.

The only important 'position in the chemical and biological services filled
through open competition has been that of associate director of tht bacte-
riological laboratories of ihe health department. This is partly chle to the
presence of but very few high-paying positions in these services. In the
legal service, the large- numbe*f exempt positions reduces the importance
of the competitive positions so that no open competitive examinations for
the important positions are necessary.

As the above facts indicate, in such services as the clerical,. police, and
fire groups there is a complete "career" ladder closed to all but those
already in the civil service. For other classes of positions, however, open
competitve examinations have been found necessary for a number of reasons,
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most important of which has been ,the inadequate ability of those in line
for these positions. The improvement in quality of personnel recruited
during the depression may tend to ameliorate this condition after those
recently selected have been in the service long enough to qualify for the
higher grade positions. But it is clear that more extensive recognition of
career service standards in recruitment to the basic grades is the paramount
requirement.

Civil-service salaries.A career service must provide adequate corripensa-
tion or it cannot recruit and retain superior personnel. In New York City,
salaries are not yet established -to maintain a career sprvice. In the.whole
service of the city there are but a few positions paying more than $4,000,
arid more thaN90 percent of the employees receive $3,000 or less. While
it is true that during the period of the depression city salaries have been
attractive to well-equipped persons, this is a temporary situation which the
first upturn in private employment will eliminate. 'Figruzl 1 shows the gen-
eral low levels of public service salaries in New York.

Salaries are also for the most part unstandardized. The absence of
a career service classification plan makes it impossible to pay equal sala-
ries for` equal work and to recognize career necessities in compensation.
Instead, salaries are the product of pressures which are irrelevant .or
antipathetic to the development of a career service.
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Part II

Education, Pre-Entry Training,

and In-Service Training
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CHAPTER I

4.

Education and Pre-Entry Training
for the Cavil Service in New York City

THE PRECEDING chapters of this study have emphasized the iendency
of civil service recruitment methods in New York City to measure ex-

perience rather than education. This practice, it has been pointed out,
flows out of the preoccupation of civil service commissions with two factors
almost to the exclusion of all 'others: (1) the elimination of patropage ap-
pointments, and (2) the recruitment of personnel to fit detailed, pigeon-hole
job classifications.. These preoccupations have led public-service° recruit:
ment to overlook the larger objectives of a career service, to which recruit-
ment requires general as well as special abilities. More particularly, these
preoccupations have meant that public-service recruitment turned to the
personnel markét of priyte business fos its recruits, ratger than to the .

educational system.
The educational system, for its part, has not been sufficiently aware of the

public service as one of the careers to which its best products might aspife.
Intead, it has focused its interest upon the established careers and profes-
sions (law, medicine, engineering, dentistry, and so on) or upon the private
business occupations. In only one public-service field has the educational
system Omen adequate attention to the training of future public employees.
That field is the profession of teaching.

Die result has been that civil-service recruitment and the educational
system have pursued separáte and independent goals. Neither has seen its
appropriate relationship to the other.

It is not surprising, therefore, that in New York City the Program for
educational preparation for the public service is still in an early stage of
development.' The absence of organized career opportunities and the
presence of experience barriers have inhibited progress in the orientation of
education toward the public service. In the secondary school system, only

I The most thorough study of this development is to be found in O. Glenn Stahl's Training Career Public
Servants for the City of New York (Division of Research in Public Administration., New York University, 1936).
See especially chapters II, X, XI.
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k slight beginning has been inade. Dr. Stahl, after his survey in 1936,
reported:

04.

The announcements of civil-service examinations for Federal, State, and
municipal positidns are received through the school system's central place-
ment and guidance office and are supposed to be posted in each of the high
schools in the city. Not a great deal seems to be done further than this to
interest promising itudents in the civil service as a career.

There is a vocational counselor system which operates with full-time
counselors in some of thejunior high schools and in nearly all of the regular
high schools. . . . The counselors help to formulate objectives, curricula,

. and student attitudes as well as perform .a placement function. Occasion-
ally this includes pointing out to students the opportunities in the public
service.'

The program of studies in the secondary schools also fails to include
couries which would inform the students of the wide range of government
service and of the Areas in which careers have been established or are
emerging. Nor is there. yet in the secondary school program' any emphasis
upon the opportunitks fdr advanced training in the general and special
fields of public administration. The observation of Samuel C. May upon

g

generalthe situation in the United States is unusually pertinent to New
York City:

It is the great task of educators t6 build up an appreciation of the real
importance of the work of the hundreds of thousahds of men aild women
who constitute the public service, and to point out the ever-increasing
opportunities for successful achievement in its ranks. This attitude must be
extended down into the elementaw schools, where too many teachers still
retain the heritage of an attitude justified only by*conditions that no longer
exist."

4

Higher education in New York City has been much more aware of the
public service as a field of opportunity for its graduates. ain the period be-
tween 1910 and 1918 there was an unusual interest in the relationships be-
tween the civil service and the colleges 'arid universities of the city. Co-
lumbia university, New York University, and City College each began
programs of training for the public servicet For a time the establishment of
a career service seemed certain in several servj-ces of the city. But this
Movement was engulfed by die World War and 16cal political conditions.
Not until the beginning of the third decade was it reasserted with any con-
siderable emphasis.

Now, under the encouragement of the present civil ssvice commission,
itid aware of the reviving national interest in a publie career service, the
universities' and colleges of the city are again expanding their programs of

I Staid. Op. cit., pp. 187-188. atki,

11 In the general discussion in Morris B. Lambie (editor) University Training for the National Service (1931)
p. 299.
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training for the public service. The number of courses in public and mu-
nicipal administration, and in all of the major fields of the administrqtion
of the city, has been increased in each of these institutions. In the two
universities of the city which had such courses during the earlier movement,
these courses have been organized into coordinated offerings leading to
graduate degrees in public administration. At Columbia University this
is accomplished through the Institute of Public Administration. At New
York University there is the Division of Research in Public Administration.

The extent to which the programs begun in the prewar period have been
maintained and expanded during recent years cln be seen from the follow-
ing discussion of pre-entry training for those services of the city in which
some progress has been made.

The clerical service.This sèrvice as it is orpnized in New York City includes
not merely the routine clerical positions, but also the service from which the
bureau chiefs and Zither high positions in the nonprofessional administrative
units are recruited. Its relationship with the educational system is there-
fore a mixed one. Original recruitment tends to be at or near the high-
school level. But there is now official recògnition by the civil service com-
mission that the higher OM in this service demand wider training, and the
propos*al to open the servi at grade 3 for competition by college graduates
offers a`n opporiunityfor th *ty to recruit the most capable of those students
who have had a broad training in the social sciences and in public adminis-
tration .particularly.

The institutions of higher education in the city offer a rich program in
this field. That offered at New York University illustrates tte beginning
which the universities and colleges have already made. The following
courses, among óthers, are offered:

Undergraduak

Municipal government.
Municipal administration.
Public administration.
Government of New York City.
Public finance.

Graduate

Municipal government and administration.
Problems in local government.

. Law of municipal corporations.
Advanced public finance.
Foundations of municipalnance.
Regional and city pianning.

Pre-entryltaining for this service needs, in the future, a wider emphasis
upon its significance and its elementary techniques in the high schools of the
city. For the higher posts, either the proposal of the present Commission
to open the .service to competition at grade 3 or the creation 9f a separate
administrative service if carried through would utilize the rich .training
resources now available in the 'universities and college,' of the city.

The legal serrice.The very marked orientation oNh, typical law school
curriculum toward the needs of private practice h grecluded emphasis
upon the law as a career in the public service. E pt fót the course in
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constitutional law, which is equally valuable in either private or public
piactice, no other recognition in the form of required coursesj is given to
Wlic service practice. It is true that cburses in-the laW of the municipal
corporation and in administrative law are usually included as ejectives,
but the pressure of required coursés reduces enrollment.

Despite this Ciaphasis, however, there is an increasing positAre relation-
ship between the law schools and the public service. It is to be seen most
definitely in the appearance in most laW school curriculá in the city of
çourses related to public legal administration. It is- to be seen also in the
increasing emphasis upon educational achievement in the civil service
examinations for this service.

The engineering service '.The engineering profession has an unusually clop
relationship with the public service. ixty-three percent of the civil
engin'e.ers are now employed by the Federal, State, and local governments.'
While other engineering groups are not so extensively identified with
Government service, the ratio is great enough to turn the attention of
engineering scilools. in the direction of public service training.

In New York City the 'most important advances in public service training
-for engineqrs have been in tre field of sanitary', eilgineering. Under the
leadership of Dean Thornda gaville, the College of Engineering of New
York University has organized a sanitary option for seniors which includes,
at the undergraduate leveieburses in hydraulic and sanitary engineering,
water supply and sewerage design, engineering economics and finance,
framed structures, reinforced concrete, public health engiileeiing, public
works. organization and administration; and, at the paduate level, courses
in hydrology, sanitary chemistry and biology, advanced sanitary engineer-.
ing, water power engineering, and a s!minar in water conservation..

Similar courses in the public health aspcts of municipal engineering are
offered at the Delamar School of Public Health at Columbia University.

The accounting service.--The expansion of governmentai funcilöns has so

greatly complicated' the financial problems-of cities that,every edutational
institution within the city offers soine -cour449 in municipal accounting.
The examinations for licensing certified public áccbuntants also emphasiie
municipal accounting in such degree that most accountants preparing for
these examinations, and many of them are in the city setvice, acquire con-
siderable training in thc subject..

In the related field of municipal finante there is some training in those ..

institutions which have kmphasized public administration.
The chemical and biological services.In these services the needs of the public

service coincid(so closely with the needs of private employment that 'a

44 separate organization of training is unnecessary. There accordingly an

. O Educational qualifications in the engineering profesaion, Monthly Labor Ravi , June 1936. 4 ,
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adequate training program present in the secondary and higher educational
systems for this servite. 4

The nursing and medical services.Unusual progress hag been made in these
services in providing extensive preentry training in the educational insti-
tutions of the city. Public health nursing and preventive medicine are
now found in a highly deve1opc1" program in the city.

For nurses in the public service, three universities in the city offer courses.
Teachers College of Columbia University has a Division of Nursing Educa-

.

lion with two programs, one providing a 1-year program in public health
nursing, the other providing a 2-year program for teachers_ and admin.
istrators in public health. The 1-year program consists 'of 8 'months of
class work and 4 months of field work with theBenry Street Visiting Nurse
Service and other public heafth nursing services. Only registered nurses
are admitted tò this program, while additional experience is required for
admission to the 2-year program.

-The School of Education of New Ybrk University dffers a complete
program of courses in public health nursing practice, teaching, and admin-
istration. Classes are arganized-in the principles, observation and practice,
supervision, administration, and teaching of public health nursing. At
the graduate level, courses are offered in methods of ward management and
methòds of waid teaching.

The School of Sociology and Social Service of Fordham University offers
a 1-yeár program leading to a certificate in public health 'nursing. This
program aLso has a 4-months' period of field Work in cooperation with the
'various .public health nursing services of the city. Registration 'is required
for admission.

The health department of the city has recently inaugurated a training
program in cooperation with the medical eolleges of the city -which is per-
haps the.most âmbitious attempt at coordination Of public service training
and the educational system ih the history of the city. At five health centers,
built adjdining The medical college centers, the staff of the health depart-
ment will assist the regular college staff in the training of medical studefits
and the colleges 4111 icciedit such training as part of their regular curricula.
Thern laboratories and clinical facilities will be furnished by .the city.'

tourses designed for physicians and otherstin the profession of public
he4th Are also offeted at thC Delamar Institute of Public Health at Colum-
bia Univtrsity., The Institute is organized to offer a complete curricula=
in thc theory and practice of preventive medicine and to provide:training
in puhlic health labdatorjh methods, public heal& administration, and
epidemiology.'

she further details, tee ch. II, pt, II, Education and In-Service Training in New York City.I Announcement of Delamar Institute of Public Halth, 1936-37, pi S.
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The social service.The sudden 4nd unusual increase in personnel in this
service as a ret.lJt of the prob1eris of relief brought an intensified interest
in the development of a pre-entry training program. It was necessary to
devise emergency training programs in which the universities and colleges
supplemented the work of the regular schools of social work. Hunter
College, New York University, and Columbia University each had emer-
gency programs during the period in which personnel recruitment in social
work was expanding.

The permanent training program for this service is carried on by three
recognized schools of social work: The New York School for Social Work,
the Fordham University School of Social Service, and the Jewish Graduate
School. In addition to these sçhools, Columbia and New York Universities
offer courses which are recognized for limited credit by the professional
association for social-workers.

In all of these programs, a course in public welfare administration is the
main distinction between the training for private social work and public
social work. That there are other phases of public welfare administration
which need emphgis is recognized by all of the institutions engaged in
training social inveitigators and workers for the public service. It is
probable that courses will soon be organized to train entrants in the wider
activities of social security administration.

As the above discussion reveals, the correlation of educational offerings
with the special néeds of the public service has been slow and uneven.
Educators and public personnel administrators liave pursued separate
paths. The absence of a career service system has made it difficult, even
for the most part impossible, for the educational system to train entrants
for the public service. But there is defmite indication in New York City
that both the educational system and the civil service commission have a
new appreciation of their mutual responsibilifies. It ikaltogether possible
that the near future may see the extension of the program beyond the ten-
tative beginnings represented in the professional and technical training
programs discussed above. A general coordinated plan awaits the estab-
lishment of a career service system.

a
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CIIAPTER II]

Education and In-Service Training
in New York City

MHE ABSENCE of a general pre-entry training progriim in New York City.

has made it necessary to develop an in-service training program of
considerable extent. This in-service program consists of three markedly
different types of training. ¡One type is çonducted by the administrative
departments themselves. Another consists of general educational training
for employees desiring to continue their education. The third consists of
special training programs carried out in coyperation with educational
institutions.

The. police department with its academy, the fire department with its
fire school, and the sanitation department with its trining school, arethe
outstanding instances of in-service agtivities conducted by the administra-
tive departments with their own instructional staff. These programs, while
efficiently performing the purpose for which they are/intended, have little
relation to the educational system.

The second type of in-service training program is adjusied to the evening
curricula of the educationl system. Many city employees continue their
,erducation 'after entrance into the civil service. This is in-service training
only in the sense that employees in service are involved. For the most part
they participate in tilt regular educational program, usually selecting a
course of study related to the general furIctiops of the department in which
they are employed. Many of them attend evening high school to complete
their secondary education. For this purpose, the East Side Evening High
School has since 1925 offered regular course/ in the Municipal Building.
All the subjects of the regular high-school curriculum are included.

A larger group attend the evening divisions of the colleges and universi-
ties of the city. . At One time (from 1910 to. 1917) City College and New
York UniversitY conducted a joint experiment in giving courses to employ-
ees in the Municipal 'Building, but the practice alias not been revived.
Instead the employees now acquire their training at the regular locations of
the various institutions. It is apparent from the questionnaire returns from
,employees (*the city that several hundred, perhaps more than a thousand
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of them, are attending institutions of higher education in the city. It is
also clearfrom the questionnaires that the training needs of the employees
refléct the failure of the civil service commission to recruit at career service
levels. The major in-service training needs of the service now are indicated
by the following preferences of the 3,000 employees who returned- clues-
tionnaires:

1. Courses in government and public administration outranked all others
in e pressions of preference. Courses are desired particularly in municipal
gov rnment, in public management, arid 'in the government of New York
Cit . ,

2 Courses in public finance administration rank next in demand.
nicipal accounting is most frequently suggested.

3. Courses in engineering follow next in frequency on the questionnaires.. General training in mathematics is also frequently. requested.
4. Courses in social work and social service are next most frequently

listed.

It is in special fields that in-service training programs in cooperation with
the educational system have been most widely developed. One of the most
interesting is the training of a selected number of firemen in the engineering
schools of City College and New York University. The firemen were%
selected from the ranks of the department by competitive examinations
with the heads of the educational institutions participating in the selection.
They attend a full-day program and receive their regular salaries as
firemen.

In much the same manner several members of the staff of the departmeni
of sanitation are attending the College of Engineering of New York aver-
sity. The department selects the candidates on the basis of merit and the
college awards 4-year tuition scholarships. They will major in sanitary
engineering. In return for these scholarships the city is building oil
university property a laboratory °for research in sewage disposal problems.

A third program has been developed for the public health nursekof the
health department. With funds made available by the public health.pro-
visions of the Social Security Act, training is being given nurses in the
Institute in Maternity Hygiene of Teachers College, Columbia University;
in a special course in orthopedic nursing given at New York University; and
in a special course for supervising nurses at Teachers Gillege.

The most far-reachhig instance of such cooperative in-service 'training,
however, is in the health center program of the department of health and
the five medical collegss of the city. These centers provide regular clinic
space for the citor's health services and at the same time are the basis of the
public health training of medical students. Members of the staff of the
department will become members of the faculty of the college associated
with th; center, and a closely harmonized program for public health educa-

s.
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°don and public health service will be worked out between the colleges and
the department. There is an assured permanence to this unusual program.

In addition, other specialized training programs have been worked out
from time to time. New York University has offered in 1936 and 1937
well-attended short courses for food inspectors. Many employees in the
bureau of laboratories of the health department have utilized the close
relationship of the bureau with New York University's College of Medicine
arising out of the long membership in the faculty of the college of Dr.
William H. Park, director of the bureau. The college of medicine courses
in biochemistry and bacteriology were particularly patronized by them
Finally, tluring the recent expansion in social service personnel, Fordham
University, Hunter College, New York University, and the New School
gave extension and noncredit courses for the hundreds of employees who
were recruited with insufficient training.

In-service training in New York City reflects the absence of career
standards in its variegated and heterogeneous pattern. But it also reflects
a wide-awake interest on the part of the city's employees in their educational
advancement in both general and professional terms. Their replies to the
questionnaires during the course of this study reveal their awareness of the
implications of a career service and their desire to equip themselves for
greater responsibilities. The su zess of the special programs also reveals
an initiative and alert interest oi he operating departments in the training
of their employees. Their participation in various training- programs'
supports the sound recruitment concepts of the career service.

It is also evident that the educational institutions are prepared to cooper-
ate in the training of a career service personnel in general, technical, and
professional fields. The growth of in-service training in cooperation with
these institutions constitutes a vital base for transition to a career service
for New York City.
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CHAPTER III]

Conclusions

OX

T

coordinated
!AWES from this study with greatest emphasis is the absence of a

and positive relationship between the recruitment of the
civil service cf New York City and the educational system of the city. The
'obvious need for a close and consistent relationship betweeri the great edu-
cational resources of the metropolis and the training of its public servants
in all fields has betn seriously overlooked. It is now apparent to informed
observers that the gulf between the two must be closed. The premises upon
which they have pursiied independent and unrelated programs cannot be
retained under the pressure for a thoroughly trained municipal career
service. ,

There are apparent certain hopeful t .nds toward coordination. The
last few years have seen an increasing appreciation of educational values in
public-service recruitment and an equally increasing willingness on the part
of the educational system to assume its obligations in the training of future

\career men in the em¡Aoyment of the city. The preceding pages have
detailed these trends as representing an approach to a much more closely

4ir integrated relationship.
Important barriers still stand between the educational system and the

civil service in New York City. The primary barrier is the absence of a
\ieer-service systemthat is, a concept of personnel recruitment and
vancement which is articulated with the various levels, of the educational
tern and which is designed to offer careers to the capable graduates at

ea' h level. The absence of such a concept ánd system of personnel adminis-
tra ion for the public servicé in New York City permits the reterition of the
reinining barriers, or is indeed in some instances directly re§ponsible for
their\exnce. These other barriers will bear repetition here. There is,
first, i\décided experience bias in the system of requirements for entrance
to competition. There is an even more pronounced preference for experi-
ence ove education in the rating of the experience-education test. There is
present e n in the written test a standard of selection which measures expe-
rience rath r tharLeducation. And in the less frequently used oral teSt the
same standArd persists.
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These barriers are made the more important by the absence of a career
system for promotions in many areas of the civil service of the city. The
development of an educational training program for prospective entrants
into the service of the city is inhibited by these factors in combination.
Uneven and halting progress must continue to be the rule until a basis for
°complete and permanent coordination is established.

In New York City, as elsewhere in the United States, the essential next
step is the establishment of a ca%reer service.
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[APPENDIX A

f

A Representative New Test

MUNICIPAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

New*ork City

Social Investigator

Date: December 30, 1936. Time allowed for entire examination four hours
Written Test Weight 5, 70% Required

This booklet contains all the questions of thc written examination. There are 20
consecutively numbered pages in it. Before beginning work examine your booklet and
make sure that it contains all the pages and that the booklet isistot defectire in any way.

Part I, Weight 4, 70% Required

The following items arc to be answered on the specially prepared Answer Sheet on
your desk. Follow all directions exactly. Failure to follow them will be penalized.
Four possible answers are suggested to complete each statement. Onc of thc answers,
(A), (B), (C), 'or (D) best completes each statement. Write in the correspondingly
numbered space on the answer sheet the capital letter preceding the best answer. Do
not write any answers to Part I in this booklet. If you find it necessary to change your

r,
cross out the incorrect letter and write your final answer in the answer sheet.

Neiless will be considered in 'rating.
Nam: It is the best answer which is desired in each item. Write on the Answer Sheet

the capital letter preceding the best answer. Make sure that your answers to Part I
are written on the special Answer Sheet for Part I.

Sample 0, New York City is a
(A) state (B) municipality (C) county (D) nation

1. Home relief in Ncw York City is administered by the (A) Emergency
Work Commission (B) Emergency Work and Relief Administration (C)
Emergency ReliCf Bureau (D) Works Progress Administration.

2. Of the following forms of-relief, the one not given by the Emergency Relief pureau
(A) shelter (B) fuel (C) light (D) old age assistahce.

3. Payment 'for medical care in the hcline of needy residents of New York City may be

authorized by the (A) Department of Public Welfare (B) Department
ospitals (C) Emergency Relief Bureau - (D) Department of Health.

4. Oran applicant for home relief, it is most important to know . . . (A) how
long he has been in the city (B) whether he is a citizen (C) whether he worked
last year (D) whether he is sixty years old.

s
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5. One of the primary functions of an intake department is to . (A) receive
and record all complaints (B) interview all applicants for relief (C) take inven-
tories of materials and supplies received (D) receive the commodities to be used
by needy persons.

6. Of the following the least reliable form of proof showing continuous residence in
New York City is (A) rent receipts (B) leases (C) school records
(D) dispossess and eviction notices.

7. It is most important for a client to understand what relief eligibility is
(A) so that he will be able to help others in need of relief (B) because his family
may be suffering (C) so that he can immediately assume his share of responsi-
bility by giving the necessary information and helping in the verification of it
(D) because the law requires it.

8. Of the following sources of income the one which is used exclusively for the purpose
of financing the cost of emergency relief is (A) the sales tax (B) license
fees '(C) the real estate tax (D) water rates.

9. The chief purpose of insurance adjustment is (A) maximum pr6tection to
the client at minimum cost (B) to reduce the ;umber of persons on relief (C) to
make sure that insurance companies do not lose money (D) to investigate sol-
vency of insurance companies with' which clients are concerned.

10. The greatest percetitage of relief loads is found in . . . . . (A) Harlem (B) Jackson
Heights (C) West Bronx (D) New Brighton.

11. In order to be entitled to an allowance by the Board of Child Welfare, a mother'
need not (A) be physically fit to bring up her children (B) have resided
in the State for two years (C) under some circumstances, be a. citizen áf the
United states (D) be mentally-fit to bring up her children,

12. An outstanding fact with regard to child-care in New Yoik City is (A) or-
ganizational facilities jiave been developed in accordance with a unified plan
(B) organizational facilities have not been developed with any coordinated plan
(C) only the various public agencies concerned with child-care have developed
their activities according to a coordinated plan (D) a unified program* of organ-
ization has been mapped out for the care of the City's unfortunate children by the
federal government only.

13. The cost of old age assistance is borne (A) entirely by the local government
(B),..otirely by the federal and state governments (C) entirely by the rederal
government (D) by the federal, state apd 10911-governments.

14. The Department of Public Welfareoperates the (A) City Home for De-
pendents on Welfare Island. (B) Reformatory for Men at NeW Hampton- (C)
Farm Colony on Staten Island (D) Camp La Guardia at Greycourt.

15. Under the New York State Unemployment Insurance Act, the money to pay un-
employment insurance benefits Will be raised by ...... (A)' contributions from
the employer only (B) contributions from the employee only (C) contributions
from botli employers and employees (D) taxation only.

16. A woman client born in Russia, receiving home relief, tells you that her husband
came to this country in 1888, was naturalized in New York County in 1898, and
that ihe married him on September 30, 1930. Her husband is now deceaied.
There arc two children,-4 and 2. She wants to know if she is a citizen. Your
answer should be (A) Yes, because she married a citizen (B) Yes,
because two of her children wire born in this country (C) No, becatile she
warded a naturalized citizen after September 22, 1922 (D) No, because she is
not a native and did not gain citizenship by marrying a naturalized citizen after
September 22, 1922.
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17. If while visiting a client, an investigator observes that the hall of the ten family

house in which the client lives is entirely without lights, she should advise the
client to mike a complaint to the (A) Department of Health (B) New

York City Housing Authority (C) Department of Sanitation (D) Tenement
House Department.

14.1 The Children's Court in New York City is a branch of the . . (A) Surrogates'

Court (B) City Magistrates' Courts (C) Dorhestic Relations Court (D) Court
of Special Sessions.

19. Official information with regard to the naturalization of a client is most properly

obtained from the (A) Department of Commerce (B) U. S. Department

of Labor (C) N. Y. State Department of Labor (D) U. S. Department of
Justice.

20. The written authority for one person to act for another in legal matters is called

. . . b (A) a deposition (B) a power of attorney (C) an endorsement (D)

legal tender.
21. The legal proceedings by which' a municipality may take private property for

public use is known as .(A) search and seizure (B) elective franchise

(Ohabe.as corpus (D) condemnation proceedings.

22. "The real worth of the Domestic Relations Court cannot be estimated in dollars

and cents." This statement most nearly means . . . . . (A) the taxpayers should

not begrudge the cost of administering this court, no matter how large (B) thc

importance of this court to the community is the service that it renders in the

preservation of family life (C) the cost of administering the court must increase
from year to year (D) the value of the court's work in terms of dollars and cents

should bC ignored by the taxpayers.
23. The most accuVate of the following statements about visiting nuilles is that they

(A) may visit families independently of a physician to give instruction

in hygiene or minor services such as baths to patients (B) always restrict their

work to bed-side service to the sick patient and take no responsibility for other

members of the family (C) ilever visit a family except on order of a physician

(D) always give service free of charge.

24. Social Security Legislation, as enacted by the federal government, is characterized

by the fact that (A) it makes widows' pensions compulsory throughout

the United States (B) it is the first comprehensive security law which provides

health insurance as wClr as other forms of social insurance and pensions (C) it

offers unemployment and old age benefits only where the States do not already

proVide these (D) it carries into effect a combination of state and federal opera-

tion, of employer and employee ,coiltribution, and a gradual development of the

system over a series of years.
25. A change in the system of relief which has taken place in the past few years is . . . .

(A) for the first time in this country public relief has been resorted to instead of

complete dependence on private philantrophy (B) relief work or relief in the

farm of wages has heen introduced for the first thne (C) cash relief was sub-

stituted for commodity relief when the federal government took over control

(D) federal funds have been made available to supplement local 'and state relief

funds for emergenczy purposes.
26. The Social Service Exchange is (A) a central office for checking whether

a client applying to one agency has ever been known to other agencies, and if so,

which ones (B) a place in which relief agencies can check up how much money

their clicnts are getting from other agencies so as to be abk to judge the proper

amount of their own contribution (C) a place in which case records of different

I.
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social agencies can be exchanged for mutual information (D) a place in which
Larious commoditiesclothing, food, household supplies, artcraft, etc.prepared
Ty clients or other poor people are offered for sale, to help provide a supplemen-.

tary income to those in need.
2 7. The most widely accepted of the following principles of administering recreational

and leisure-time activities is (A) no programs are permitted for mixed
groups (boys and girls) over sixteen, and no social danci.ng fur such mixed groups
is permitted (B) playgrounds, play fields and group activities are conducted un-
der adult supervision, often of a professional kind (C) no public funds are ex-
pended on recreational work unless they have proved academic educational
values (D) only persons who cannot afford to pay are permitted the use of
publicly or philanthropically financed recreational facilities.

28. An occupational disease is one which arises from (A) continued employ-
ment in particular types of work (B) an accidental injury sustained by the em-
ployee (C) continued unemployment (D) dependence ein public relief agencies.

29. 'A knowledge of nutrition is of importance to a social investigator chiefly because
(A) it adds to his stock of cultural information (B) it helps the investi-

gator understand the client's needs and may assist in formulating a plan for
meeting these needs (C) the investigator sh6u1d be familiar with modern socio-
logical theories and practices (D) the investigator is thus enabled to act as a
nutrition expert.

30. The best of the following metiiods of combating communicable diseases is .. .

(A) fumigating homes in which cases of contagious disease have been living (B)
inoeulating vainst typhoid fever all persons known to have been in contact with
a typhoid patient (C) imposing a quarantine period upon all incoming véssels
(D) enforcing the law requiring reporting of communicable diseases.

31. The population of New York City is nearly . ..... per cent of the total population
of the country. (A),10 (B) 6 (Ò) 15 (D) 20.

32. The.term vital statistics is most commonly applied to such data as 4 (A)
births, deaths, and marriages (B5 unempipyméht rates and cost of living indices
(C) numbers of persons applying fot public-relief and costs of public relief ad-
ministration (D) costs of health and safety education.

33. The pair of terms which most nearly has the same meaning is .. . ... (A) feeble-
minded and mentally deficient (B) illiterate and unintelligent (C) client and
investigator (D) rehabilitation and remuneration.

34. The suresf test of whether the authorities of public health administration in New
York City are doing effective work is seen in the (A) decrease in death
rate from yellow fever, smalleox, pneumonia, mumps (B) decrease in death rates
from typhoid, diphtheria, tubCrculosis (C) decrease in death rates from diabetes,
heart disease, cancer (D) increase in the birth rate.

35. Of the following, the Jargest source of revenue in the Cityi.of NeW York is . .

(A) real estate taxes (B) state contribution for unemployment and home relief
(C) emergency relief taxes (D) water rates.

36. The BroWn family, applicants for relief, lived in a fine apattment in a high rent'
district: The landlord, a business man of prominence, had carried the family f9r
some time without payment of rent. The family was unaccustomed to privation.
Of the following the best procedure for the worker to follow in making her first
visit to this family it (A) explain to the family that the rules of the agency
do not permit of a budget large enough to continue that scale of living (B) tell
the family that no relief can be siven them until they get out of this apartment
(C) tell the family to move out without telling the landlord of their plans to do
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so\ (D) explain to the family that the landl cl will have to be allowed to worry
about the rent while the family meet other obh ations,

37. The disease in connection with which the Schick test is best known is (A)
diphtheria (B) tuberculosis (C) typhoid fever (D) syphilis.

38. Authorities on health education emphasize certain things that all persons should do
as a preventive measure. The most important of these is . ..... (A) routine X-
ray examination of the teeth (B) a cold shower every morning (C) annual
typhoid inoculation (D) annual medical examination.

39. Group work in the field of social work applies most properly to (A) the
classification of various groups eligible for certain types of relief such as old age
pension, mothers' assistance, etc. (B) all recreational activities (C) the theory
and practice of managing clubs, teams and 'similar activities in neighborhood.
houses (D) insurance of employees in groups.

40. Immigration authorities must exclude those seeking to enter the United States if
they (A) possess less than $50 IB) have intelligence quotients less than
100 (C) have not completed military service in the country from which they come
(D) have a record of a criminal offense involving moral turpitude.

41. The nutritive values of foods are determined principally by (A) specific
gravity (B) caloric content (C) mineral content (D) enzyme components.

42. That part of medicine which relates to foôds is called (A) mastication (B)
deglutition (C) pediatrics (D) dietetics.

43. The House of Detention is under the supervision of the (A) Police Depart-
ment (B) Department of Correction (C) Department of Health (D) Depart-
ment of Hospitals.

44. The most accurate of the following is (A) the federal government depends
iprostly on real estate taxes, with inheritance taxes next, and income taxes least in
importance (B) .municipal governments rarely use the income tax, depend
mostly on real estate tax, not at all on inheritance taxes, cannot collect customs
duties but can impose a business operation tax (C) customs duties arc reserved
to state and federal taxation' (D) in the order of amount of return, the municipal

4*

government collects taxes as follows: franchise, business license, income, real
%,F. estate.

45. The most important of the following housing difficulties is (A) financing
bodies refuse to give mortgage money for vse'in residential construction, reserving
their funds for factory, office, and mercantile construction (B) people in the
slAnns are so used to their kind of housing that they refuse to k to better places,
and if they do, they soon reduce the best housing to shins, depress values and so
make investment in multiple dwellings unprofitable (C) the cost of new con-
:truction on modern standards advocated for working people does not provide
apartments cheap enough for workers to rent and still be profitable for investment
(D) it is impossible to build low rental houses profitably from private investment
and it is illegal and unsound to use public subsidies.

46. A "pay as you go policy" is most nearly one in which (A) annual expen-
diture does not exceed annual income (B) money is expended to mM new needs
(C) a bond issue is the iristrument for rasing money (D) the budget is never
balanced. 4i

47. The quickest of the following ways to get from thc Bellevue-Yorkville Health Cen-
ter, situated at 325 East 38th Streei; Manbattan, to the Staten Island Ferry is

(A) the Second Avenue Bus Line (B) the Third Avenue Surface Car
Line (C) 'tile Second Avenue Elevated Line (D) the Avenue B Surface Car
Line.
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48. Bellevue Hospitál is situated at . . . . . (A) 36th Street arid First Avenue (B) 36th 4

Street and East River (C) 26th Street and First Avenue (D) 23rd Street and First
Avenue.

49. Accurate information rigarding the anploymeht history of a client will most proba-
gIFI be yielded by . . ... (A) perZnally interviewing persons for whom the client
has worked (B) asking the client to fill out a questionnaire (C) writing to per-
sons for whom the client says he has worked (D) writing to relatives of the ckent.

50. Merely looking at a client is enough to tell an intelligent social investigator
(A) whether the client is lying (B) whether the.client is actually in need (C)
whether the .6ient is likely to cooperate with the investigator (D) none of the
foregoing.

51. The best thing to do with a problem child is (A) advise the parents to
maintain strict discipline % (B) ask the policd to watch the child (C) put him on
probation (D) follow an individual plan after a207S14A0 the case.

52. The modern practice in the Child caring field rec croizes that boarding care of chil-,
dren is desirable . . ..... (A) at all times (B) under n9,circumstances (C) pro-
vided there is adequate supervision of the boarding-home (D) in very few cases.

53. The most widely accepted of the following principles of c hild welfare work is . . . . . ..
(A) foste_Oitomes in which children are placed should be, so far as practicable, of
the same religious persuasion as that of the child (B) no illegiiimatedchild khould
ever be permitted to stay with its mother (C) it is important that prospective
foster parents be far above the average in their social and economic status (D)

no child should be placed with 'foster-parents until arrangement; have been com-
pleted for having the foster perents adopt the child.

54. Adoption is best defined as a . . . .... (A) friendly and informal agreement by
which the second husband agrees to provide for the children of his wife by the first
husband during their minority (B) legal instrument in the form dt an affidavit
made out before a notary public by which the father legitimizes the child boin to

his wife before their marriage (C) legal process as described above, but valid only
if, approved by a children's agency, which, for that purpose, and in accordance
with the needs of the case can Override the will of the natural parent (D) method

. by Which 3 person legally assumes full parental responsibility for a child that is not
his own &I'M; zid4tiori being made by authority of a court having suitable juris-
diction. .

55. The following are practices involved in making social investigations of persons apply-

ing for relief. The one which is of the greatest immediate importance is . . .....
(A) discovering the recreational habits of the family (B) discovering any evi-

dences of criminality (C) searching property records to find the exact status of
property which the family may have owned in the past (D) discu ing economic
needs frankly.

56. The best of the following reasons for closing a case which is active with a relief

agency is that . . . .... (A) the attittlae of the client is defiant (B) the client
complains about the worker to the head of the agency (C) tht client fails to call
for his relief check or to make 'further requests (D) the client is flighty or irre-

sponsible.
57. A least desirable procedurein making social investigations is . . .. (A) calculating

the minimum needs of the family according to a budget (B) telling the family
they will have to adjust to a minimum budget whether they like it or not and that
the family must remember that they are a charity case (C) obtaining room oth'er
agencies with whom clients have had contact, some knowledge of their work with
those clients (D) acquainting the family with the purposes of the relief program
planned for them.
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58. The best of the following reasons foV closing a case which is active with a relief
agency is .. . .... (A) the client doe t like suggestions made by the worker
(B) the client is unab,le to explain incons tencies in his buying (C) the client is
discourteous to the worker (D) the client who has been accustomed to depending
on relief now gives indication that he could manage for himself.

59. The best of the following principles to keep in mind in handling persons who come
to social agencies is . (A) destittition is not the only relr,on for opening..#,S
case (B) families of the same size si;ould be given the same amount of relief rT-.

gardless of other factors (C) one can usually accomplish more by the use of
authority tlian by suggestion and paoperation (D) persuasion by means of reason-,

ing is always effective.
60. In making social investigations,- a least dtsiráble procedure is (A) gaining

,

the confidence of the family (Br) evaluating the employment potentialities of
members of the family (C), telling the cjients any misrepresentations on their part
will result in arogrrest (D) helping-tife, family to get needed medical &rid dental

4
care.

61. The one of the following which is not a good practice in writing up a case is
(A) include everything of irpportance said by the case worker (B) give a clear

. account of the client's difficulties (C) record any line of action the case worker
may have agreed to follow (D) make the case record as lengthy and as detaikd as,
possible.

62. The best of the following practices in hindling cases in social agencies is to
(A) use indirect questioning sometimes in preference to direct questioning in order
,to obtain more c8mpleteinformationafrom the client (B) use general terms in
preference to specific terms in writing case records (C) give adviv and make
promises freely in a first interview in order to gain the confidence of the client
(D) attempt to invease thedient's nervous tension so that he will be more anxious
to find work. .

63. Councils of social agencies or welfare' councils are (A) organizations -tf
executives of private social work agencies wbose function it is to clear the pro-
grams of their respective agencies so as to avoid duplicating one another's work
(B) federatibns or associations'of agencies with formal representation of member
agencies, for the purpose of joint planning of social work in a wAy so that every
agerk'y can contributt its most appropriate.service to the whole, avoid duplication
and Ludy gaps (C) federations of social agencies for the sole purpose ofAnt and
more effective financing of their work (D) advisory committees or.bodies corn-

. posed of both board members and executives, who pass on and approve or veto
the actual or proposed programs-of social agencies.

64. The chief purpose of social investigation is to (A) gather statistical data%
(B) understand, the causes of distress and maladjustment sò that suitable legislation
may be devised and enacted (C) understand -the situation of the client so as to
discover causes and possible treatment of tfic particulaf "ase (D) detehnine
whether the client had ever before been a beneficialy of public relief.

65. Medical social work is distinguished from other forms of case work by the fact that
. . . . (A) it is always performed by a tabled nurie (B) it is always canied
on directly under the supervision of a physician (C) it is directed primarily ar
banging about conditions suitable for medical treatment 'and recovery of the
patient (D) it relates only to chronic ailment that allow a sufficient length of
time for service to make it effective.

66. The Grover family consisted of a mother and five children. The father had dis-
appeared five years before. The oldest boy, 17, unable to find work; considered
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AA
leaving home in Corder not to be a burden to the family. The family owned their

, - own six-room home, renting out one room for $20 a month. Mrs. Grover did day
work, but did not earn enough to cover expenses. Her healtirwas poor. A partial
Board oiChild Welfare allowance was granted. The best practice for the worker
to follow in this case would be to (A) encour4ge the oldest boy in his
plan to leav'e home (B) determine whether the Board of Child Welfare illowi,nce

*should.bi increased to permit Mrs. Grov'er to stay home (C) get in touch with '
neighbois to determine if Mr. Grover has been,seen recCntly (D) urge the Board
of Child Welfare to grant immediately the full relief' allowance of $75 a month.

67. Writing a case record in a busy relief agency involves knowledge of acceptable prac-
tices in social case recgrding. Below arc given four practices ail interviewer might.
follovt in writing up, a long first investigation. The best practice is to
(A) put down verbatim in the presence of the client everything he says - (B) omit
from the record any mentión of agreements or promises rnaCie by the worker (C)
omit any mention of tension observed between members of the family, describing
only what has to be with thedeconomic condition of the family (D) give a picture
of the' problem as it appears to the family.

68: Mr. Semple was sent to -Sing Sing in 193 the result of conviction for robbery.
He will not be eligible for parole u;itil 194 is former employe; is giving the
f mily a small weekly allowance. The family o their horne#, bui have heavy
taxes tro ¡Isar and interest on the mortgage. The family consists of three children
none O'f whom is above 16. No payments have been made since Mr. Semple left
home and there is no income, other 'than the employer's allowance. Jack, the
socond oldest boy, is in the seventh grade in school and wants to go throush high
schools, His IQ is 74. The fpmily have lived in New York City fosr 25 years. The
best of the following procedures is to (A) refer Mrs. Semple to Board of
Child Welfare for a mother's allowance (B) warn Mrs. Semple that the children
may turn out to be like the father (C) urge Jack to continue through high schuol
(D) use the agency's influence to get Mr. Seillple paroled at once.

69. A relief agency waNhelping the familY of Jane Jones. lloard money from her
brother, James, helped to cut clown the amount of relief the family receive& A

hospital dispensary worker informed the investigator that James was receivin'g
regular treatments for syphilis at the dispensary. The disease was in the non-
infectious stage, and the dispdhs.ary stated that the family was in no danger of con-
tracting the disease. James had asked the medical social worker not to tell his
sister of his condition because le. feared that it would worry her. The best of the
following procedures for a worker to adopt is to (A) initiate 'with the
sister It discussion of the dangers or syphilitic infection, permitting her to draw her
own conclusions (B) tell the sister about the brother's condition without telling
her the source of the information (C) leave the health matters of the man in the
hands of the medical social worker (D) question the sister about the morals of
her brother,

70. Mr. Durand,a widower with three children, had been receiving relief for about two
months. The worker nottced on one of her visits that the children had new
clothing. .Mr. Durand explained that the clothin(Came from an aunt in a distant
city. He stated thAt the hunt could not help regularly and asked that .no contact
be established with the aunt. Since the aunt was not legally responsible, the
worker consented to this arrangement. About two weeks later, the worker was
told 16:oy it neighbor that Mr. DUrand was working regularly. The neighbor did not
know Where Mr. Durand was employed. Thel,est of the following procedures
for the worker to follow is to tX) go to Mr. Durand at once and accuse him
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II

of concealing assets (B) investigate the tten further before taking action (C)
outthe" family off relief without further estigation (D) tell Mr. Darand that
the worker would never again believe ything he said and that other workers
would be informed of Mr. Durand's un eia6ility.

In the colorwondingly nurnbe.red spaces on your answer sheet, write the capital letter
preceding thelbest heason for asking clients the questions listed below. For example, if
you believc that, identigcation is the best reason :for 'obtaining information about the
maiden name of 'wife, write A in the space numbered 71 on your answer sheet; if you
believe that eligibility is the best, reason for asking this question, write B in the space
numbered 71 This example is intended to help iou understand the methofcil you are to use
in answering these questions; it is not intended to tell you the answer to any question.
You are to decide for yourself the correct answer in each item.

Questions

71. Maiden name of wife. (A)
. 72. Address and name of landlord. (B)

73. Equity in the home. (C)
74. Army, navy or marine service. (D)
75. Mortgages on hornet (E)

.. 76. Duration of previous emplo,rment.
1i77. Amounts of premiums -iin illsuráfice.

78. Adult children employed away from i

home:

Reasons

Identification.
Eligibility aside from income.
Income *financial resources.
Empjoyabty.

!Debts and obliga ons.

79. Prior occupation.
80. Apartment number and floor.

In the correspondingly numbered spaces-Non yotir answer sheet, write the capi ktter
preceding the one of the five services listed below for which each agency bes i own. 4

Agency

81. EKB.
82; Willard 'Parker trospital.
83. Bureau of Child Guidance, Dep

ment of Educa.tion.
84. Boy Scouts..
85. Christodora House.
86. State Charttlili Aid.

'.. 87. Department of Public Welfare, Di-
vision"of Depencfeht

88. N. Y. Infirmary for Monier): and
Ch4dr.

(A)

(B)

.1- :- ,

89. -A.ssixiatic;ii.kii..Impiòvitng 'the

..±1.".4L.."44 Off. -4-

t.
11,

(D)
(E)

8eivic

to: sea y service withi
M ical treatment
Psychiatric trea t.
Recreation op
lacement of i dren..

In the correspondingly' numbered spaCialm your antiv
oilluinberavhich bel completes each of the following I
done correctly on youf antwer sheet.

t
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'=*-z1-- Sample 00. The name of the Mayor of New York Cit; is
..;:f;$.11f.4 The number of years of full and continuous residence in New York State prior to ap-

plication for relief required for eligibility for home relief by thc Emergency Relief
Bureau is

92. The Public.Welfare Law requires that the circumstances of a person receiving cort-
tinuecinfe or relief shall be reinvestigated at least once each

93. The minimum period of residence in this Siate required for eligibility for old age
-

assistance is
94. In New York City, monetary relief to the needy blind is administered by the Depart-

. ment of
95. A client informs you that S1.00 "was willed to one of her children. She would 1ie to

know where she should go to obtain information about the bequest. The name
of the court to which you should direct her' is the

96. Relief givén a meet a critical, immediate and isolated situation is known as

relief.
97. The public agency in New York City responsible for the supervision of children ss;ho

have been áccepted as public charges and boarded out by child-caring agencies
and institutions is the Department of

98. kesidence in a city-or town for a period of one year, without receipt of public relief at
the expense of any town, city or county in New York State or of any other State
or civil division thereof, or at the expense of the federal government, is' necessary
to acquire a .... .

99. ate on which the new city charter will go into effett is Jaluary 1,
The name of the municipal institution in which homeless men are lodged and fed is

the Municipal

When finished with-Part I, summons a monitor, hand him your Answer Sheet and begin
work on tart II. Your answers to the questions on Part II must be written on the sheets
in this booklet which follow.

MUNICIPAL CIVIL SERVICE *COMMISSION
a , NEW YORK CITY

STUB

PART II

Examination for
My application number is 8

o
e

The name of the school where I am working is
The number of the room where I am working is
The seat number is

di& Part II Weight 6

¡Time Allowed-2 Hour's

Part II consists of four general essay questions. -You* are given two hours in whicfi to
write ydur answers. Candidates arc urged to distribute their time appropriately among
the fopr qiiestions so that they will be enabled to give sufficient attention to each ques-
tion. Candidates will note that 1ì certain cases thcy aiegiveri choices as to the questions
they may answer. One page is to be written in each case. Scrap paper has bein tur-
nished. ;
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This queition has a weight or value twice that of any vther question in Part IL.
In this question, you are required to answer (A), (B), (C) or (D). Select only one of

the four choices. Do not answer more than one subdivision. If you do answer more tilAn
one subdivision, only the first of your answers will ke rated.

Write the answer to this questioia on the page provided for it in this booklet.
The following information has been secured in the course of an application for relief:
The family consists of Mr. K, aged 40; Mrs. K, aged 38; their children William, aged

,

K.'s
....

14; John, aged 10; Mary, ag4 -. The family also includes Mr. M, Mrs. father,. aged
76, and' Md. M, Mrs. K's mother, aged 65.

All members of the family were born in New York City and have lived there all their
lives. Mr. K has been a skilled workman, earning good wages until six months ago, when
he lost his ¡ob._ Prior to that time he had lost considerable working time because he was
not well. Thar physician has just told Mr. K that he has tuberculosis and should go to a
sanatorium. Their savings have been exhausted and their insurance*has lapsed. They
now owe one month's rent and $50 at the grocery store, where they have dealt for years.

Mrs. K's mother and father came to live with them thre ears ago, when Mr. M lost
his job. Mr. K had supported them, as well as his wife an children, until he became ill.

The three children are causing their mother and father a good deal of worry. William
is not doing well in school and was recently brought before the children's court when he

)1and som other boys in the neighborhood stole candy from a pushcart. John is doing
well in s 6ol, but is not well physically.. He has a persistent cough. Mary has a violent

#

temper and is difficult to manage. The children have not been very happy at home since
'their grandparents came to live with them. tven when Mr. K was working full time,
the support of the grandparents necessitated great economy which made impossible many
things Which their mother and father had formerly been abk to do for them.

Mrs. K seems nervous a'nd much discouraged about the future. -She worries about the
health .of her fiusband and John .and about her inability to control Mary and William.
She has just been diagnosed at the R hospital as having acute gallstones requiring im-
mediate' operation.

Describe the procedures which yOu would use ana tile plan which you would recom-
mend, if you were giveh this 'case for investigation: (A) as a social investigator in the
Emergency kelief Bureau; (B) as a field worker in the Division of Old 'Age Assistance in
the Department of PLiblic Welfare; (C) as a social investigator in the Board of Child
Welfare or (D) as a case worker in a well equipped social service department of a hospital
with appropriate resources.

Number each procedure and state your reasons for using yottr proccduFes.-
411g0

Discuss all the factois which you would take into account in considering the budget for
the following family, showing exactly how you would arrive at a buet. Assumeethat
the family will be given public assistance.

Write the answer to this question on the page provided for it in this booklet.
family consisting of a grandfather, aged 73; an unemplkyed man, John Smith, aged

36; his wife Mary, aged 34; a boy, Vincent, aged 16 at CC a boy Albert, aged 12; a
1 Mary, agü (t.da 1 of7 and a little boy of 2. There is al.k a brother of öhn's

in the htidsehold who is on NYA. The grapdfather isin receipt Witn old agc pension.
Albert suffers from chronic bronchitis and is under care of Mdtnt Sinai ¡Lillie. Mrs.
Sm4 is expecting her sixth child. The rent is $28P.00. da
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III and IV

Select TWO of the following topics and write a one page essay on each of t e two topics
which you choose. In rating the two hsays, the main consideration'ill be ven to con-
tent. Candidates will also be rated on other essentials, including orgánizatpn of the sub-
ject matter, punctuation,spelling, grammar and handwriting.

(A) What is meant by social case work?
(B) Why is public housing a social problem?
(C) What is the relation between the increased use of maChinery in industry and the

probleih 'of unemployment?
(D) What is-the relation between public and private agencies in social work in New

York City?
Write the answer to the fifigt-tiviszhich you select on the page provided for it in tftis

booklet. Write the answer to the sec-on4opic which you choose on the page provided for
it in this booklet.

This-booklet is a part of your examination. Make sure that you give it to the monitor
when you are finished with the examination.

[Ten blank pages accompany Part II of this test, for use in answering questions, etc.i
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APPENDIX B

A Representative Advertisement
for a Civil-Service Examination

MUNICIPAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

NOTICE OF EXAMINATION

Clerk, Grade 2

[Certification will also be made rom the resulting eligible list to fill GrfaiSe I vacancies in the Emergency Relief
Bureau immediately, and in other City departments, at the termination or exhaustion of the present eligible
list for Clerk, Grade 11

SALARY: Grade 2, 31,200 to but not including.$1,800 per annum; Gradc 1 below
$1,200, usually $840; pension; fair siCk leave.

VACANCIES: Vacancies occur from time to time in all city departments in Grade 2 at
$1,200. There are approximately 3,244 positions in Grade 1 and Grade 2 in the Emer-
gency Relief Bureau at salaries ranging from $78 to $145 monthly. There were 152
appointments from the -last list at Grade 1, and 186 apaointments at Gradc 2..

AGES: 18 through 25, on June 4, 1937. . -oi

Applicaslion blanks will be distributed only at the street floor lobby, south end, Municipal
Building, Manhattan, New York City, from 10 a. m., Thursday, May 20, to 4 p. m.
Friday, June 4, 1937.

Application blanks will be mailed only to persons outside the City limits if self-addressed
9!.i by 43,i inch envelope with six cents postage is enclosed for mailing application blank.

Filled out applications, postage fully prepaid, must bear post marks not later than
Friday, June 4, 1937.

CAUTION: Applications mailed to the Corrission with insufficient postage will be refused.
Applications from Manhattan andrBrzenx require two cents an ounce; from other places
three cents an ounce.

FEE: $1.50, to be paid by postal money order only at time of filing applicátion. Do not
offer check or cash. ENCLOSE FEE WITH APPLICATION WHEN MAILING
BACK TO COMMISSION. Applications unaccompanied by fter (money order) will
not be examined. Official notice to appear for examination is also a receipt for payment
of fee. No fee for application. No refund of fee.

DUTIES: Urlder supervision, to perform clerical tasks sucti as filing of varioul kinds,
preparing or checking records or reports involving entry or tabulation of figures, making
simple graphs, answering questions or giving information in perton, in writing, or by
telephone, and other general clerical work as required; or, under supervision, to direct
the work of a small group of clerks in the performance of clerical work of a similar char-
acter but of a lesser degree of difficulty.

REQUIREMENTS: Applicants must be graduates of a senior high schdol or have its equiva-
lene Graduates in June, 1937, will be eligible.
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SUBJECTS AND WEIGHTS: Written examination, weight 7, 75 percent required on each
part; experience, weight 3; 75 percent general average required.

The written examination will include tests of mental alertness, reasoning ability, ca- e
pacity to follow written directions, office forms and practice, spelling, grammar, v9cabu-
lary, arithmetic, tabulation and simple graphic representation, and knowledge of civic
affairs and other appropriate information and abilities; ability to write an acceptable
report in legible handwriting will also.be required.

In rating experience, due credit, in accordance with -the provisions of the Hendel Act,
will be given for experience in the Emergency Relief Bureau of New York City.

Medical and physical requirements, as posted on Commission's bulletin board, must
be met. Candidates may be rejected for any deficiency, abnormalitN; or disease that
tends to impair health or usefulness, such as defective vision, heart and lung diseases, as

uncontrolkd hernia, paralysis and defective hearing. Pemons must be free fronl such
physical or personal abnormalities or deformities as to ;peech and appearance as would
render their admission to the service undesirable.

MUNICIPAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, JAMES E. fINEGAN, President;
FERDINAND Q. MORTON, PAUL J. KERN, Commissioners. WILLIAM H. ALLEN, Secretary
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E' APPENDIX C J"4 A

lo

4

giestionfiaire Distributed to
Employees in Cpmpetiti-*e Class'

IJNITkD VATES OFFICE tIF EDUCKIIION AND NEW YORK UkIVERSITY
PROF. ;WALLACE S. SAYRE

New Yofk Univeriity

The PNITED STATES. OFFICE OF EDUCATION and NEW YORK UNI-
VERSITY arè condiicting this.dUrVey to obtain information concerning the educational
needs of civil service einployees. itt.the pas-t, civil servants have been forced to use their
own initiative in obtaining the traiiiing they needed. This is an attempt to get the basic
data for jt planned program which would make readily available all the training courses
needed.

What is your preient positiod and grade? .

Age?
2. For what promotion position,or competitive position arë you plancling to prepare?
3. Hdw did you prepare for the examination you took for your: present job?
4, When you .took promotion ..examina- 1. Personal reading

tions, how did.you prepare for, tern? 2. Civil-service classes
3. College cjassea

1

4. Professional courses ......,.

WHAT PHASE OF YOUR PREPARATION DID '0Col..J FIND MOST HELP-
FU L-1, 2, 3, or 4?

5. Would you aitend a civil-servic
.

training schoól if 9ne were organized?
-.Public supported -T 6

*Pee-paying .

6. IF StCH. A ACHOOL WERE ORGANIZED' WHAT COUkSES WOULD
YOU BE INTERESTED IN ATTEÑDING?

4 7. Are you 'attending any school pow? Yes .... No .

tme?
WHAT QOURSES AE YOU TAKING?

8. How many years of schobling did you have before entering civil service?
Elementary school 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
High school 1 2 3 4
College 1 2 3 4
Professional school-1 2 3 4

7'

9. What schools have you attended since you entered the liublic service, and what
cburses did you take2 DC1 NOT REPEAT THOSE" INCLUDED ABOi/E.

NOTE.When the questionnaire is answered; encloie lzi accompanying envelope. ,No
stamp is -necessary. .

.,
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! s , Selectivè, Valuç of Each Test in3

i

i Certain 'Examinations
I

;

a.

Examination

.; s
Chief probation
Electncal engineer__
Food chemist
Industrial instructor
Inspector of foods
Inspector of foods (tneat and poultry)
Inspector of licenses..........:____....__

Do -
Inspector( repairs, and supplies
Nurse._

Do -
0 e

Do
Pathologist
Playground director
Playground director (male),
Probation officer_
Probation officer (domestic re tions court)
Supervisor of markets

Percent failing

Grade

3

..111111r

4

-2'
'2

2
2
3

AP

111Mean

......
dB 410 01111 e 40.

.....

Year

3

1936
1931
1927
1935.
1928
1936
1930
1935
1935
1930
1936
1930
1935
1932
1929
1935
1929
1935
1936

Written
test

29
61
44
64
32
79
79
48
70
12
29
39
41
14

14
66
78
32
85

48

Experience
test

60
22
34
76
56
21
0

41
57
77
26

O

72
30
0

13
0

17

36

Oral test

41
3

12
33
24

8
1

8 \
21
4
0

57
7

16
11
4
4

44
11

16
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1.1

A.PPENDIX E

Age Levels- and Recruitment
Methods

F.zacnination

1

Accountant
Do

Actuarial clerk
Do 3

*Architetural draftsman _ 3
3

Assistapt engineer 3
Bacteriologist()
Electric:fe7igineer
Food chemist

Do
Induvrial instructor
Inspector of foods 2
Inspector of foods (meat and

poultcy) 2
Inspector, repairs, and supplies_ 3
Law clerk
Nurse

Do
Probation officer (Male) ____

. Average
age of

top
Gralle . Year portion

of
eligible

5

4

sir

3 4

1927
1933
192)
191

1v3i

1,420

1930
1931

1027
1930

19;;

1928

1936

1929
19;0
1916 ,

1929

3S.9
31. 6
23. 3
21. 4

8
33.49*
32. 2
35, 3
29. 0
24. 3
32. 5
27. 2

34. 9
38. 1
2.3. 5
30. 1
29. 3
32. 0

Average
age of

bottom
portion

of
eligible

list

5

29. 6
29. 1
20. 5
20. :
21. 0
24.
31. 0

-26. 9
33. 4
24. 6

a 23. 2
2S. 7
25. 4

32. 2
35:3
22. 3
29. 8
28. 5
27. 8

Aver-
age

age of
fail-.
ures

Average
age of

hose
re :el% mg
marks on

the written
test

High Low

6 7 8

33. 2
38 5
21. 2
21. 8
31. '0
29. 3
30. 6
29. 4
35. 9
32. 0
30. 3
34 7
29. 1

34. 4
36. 5
22. 6
32. 0
24.
35. 7

26. 7
30. 1
23. 7
21. 0
21. 5
27. 8
27. 5
29. 5
34. 6
28. 7
22. 0
29. 3
26. 1

33. 8
36.5
24. 1
30. 8
27. 6
32. 1

30. 4
31. 3
20. 2
20.9
25. 6
24. 5
3i. 4
29 4
.P3 3

24 9
25. 0
32. 5
27. 8

33. 7
37. 2
22. 4
31. 0
29. 6
28. 5

Average
age of
those

receiving
marks on
the oral

test

High

33. 0
77.

26. 3
29. 3
28.1

36. 2
38. 5
23. 7
30. 3
28. 7
32. 3

LOW

2x9. 4

25.9
21. 7
32. 5
25. 2

33..3
37. 7
22.8
31.'2
28.4
29.1

I.
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